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School systems seeing changes in personnel

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Partly cloudy
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
55 to 60. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
Friday: Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of thunderstorms. High in th- low
80s.
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WORLD — NATIONAL

The Kentucky Education Reform
Act, passed this year, has not only
changed the state's educational system, but for some local schools it
has also created administrative
changes.
But the effects of these administrative changes, as Kentucky
moves into the reform, will probably have no negative effects on the
systems, according to school

officials.
Because of the newness of the
reform system to everyone
involved, Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of the Calloway County
School System, said now was a
good time for someone to leave or
retire and a good time to bring in
someone new.
"It is going to take from four to
six years to implement all the
changes mentioned in the Education Reform Act," he said. "It
would be to a new person's advan-

tage to grow in the system during
that time. That way everyone will
be even from the start. It offers
great opportunities."
In the past two months, two principals in the Calloway County
School System retired, one principal in Murray City Schools
accepted a position in Caldwell
County and one principal was
offered a superintendent's position
in Salem, Ill., before he decided to
stay in Murray.
Roy Cothran, principal of Callo-
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By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer

STATE
LOUISVILLE — In the world of high-finance politics, U.S. Rep.
Romano Mazzoli rolled the dice by refusing political action committee
money. It was a gamble that cost him an incumbent's usual financial
edge heading into a tough re-election campaign.
LOUISVILLE — With Louisville Mayor krry Abramson out of the
field, the four likely Democratic candidates will now be scrambling for
the Jefferson County vote in next year's primary.
FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has acknowledged he
advised John Brock to abandon his Democratic campaign for U.S.
Senate.
FRANKFORT— Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says his personal secretary signed his name to papers enabling two of his aides to lease buildings to a state agency.

(Cont'd

Congress close
to sending clean
air legislation
to the president

Mini-grant recipients

WASHINGTON — Health Secretary Louis Sullivan today will urge
states to ban cigarette vending machines, license tobacco retailers and
take other actions to limit sales to youth, government sources say.
WASHINGTON — The Senate is moving toward the death penalty
portion of its anti-crime bill after voting to curb nine semiautomatic
weapons, but lawmakers say the gun issue might not be fully settled.
NEW YORK — If restaurants priced services the way hospitals do,
customers would be charged for each use of the salt shaker, each pat of
butter, each glass of water.
MOSCOW — Prime Minister Nikolai I. Ryzhkov told the Soviet
people today they must shift from a centrally planned economy to a
market economy, and must brace for high unemployment and inflation
during an expected two-year recession.
WASHINGTON — One of the major scenes of the superpower
summit — the signing of a new U.S.-Soviet trade agreement — may
have to be dropped from the script, while Lithuania also threatens to be
an offstage spoiler.

way County Middle School, retired
in April, and Ray Dunn, principal
at Southwest Elementary School,
retired earlier this month.
"As you go into a new program
such as the reform act, it is easier
to have an experienced staff with
you," said Rose. "From that point,
their leaving is a great loss."
Cothran retired after 27 years to
go into a maid/cleaning business
with his brother, Don Cothran who

Fourteen teachers in the Murray Independent School System received mini-grants from the Murray
Foundation for Excellence Thursday ranging up to $300. The money will be used by the instructors for
original, and innovative educational programs in their classrooms next year. Pictured seated, from left,
Beryl Whaley, Cindy Clemson, Margot McIntosh, Jane Blankenship, Lashlee Foster, Joan Bowker, Jean
Bennett, (standing, from left) Foundation vice president Ruth Pickens, Cyndi Cohoon, Lynda Purcell,
Janet Ward, Geri Johnson, Tina Ratterree, Mary Ann Carter and Betty Ann Wager. The grants are sponsored by the Foundation, the Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank.

WASHINGTON — After more
than a decade of stalemate, Congress is close to sending sweeping
clean air legislation to President
Bush.
The House by a 401-21 margin
approved pollution controls late
Wednesday on factories, automobiles and electric power plants.
Most of the most difficult disputes
were worked out behind closed
doors with little floor debate.
The Senate passed a similar bill
in early April and a conference
committee is expected to work out
differences, perhaps as early as this
summer.
Wednesday's vote represented
the first time in 13 years that the
House acted to revamp the 1970
federal clean air law, which environmentalists for years have said is
inadequate to rid cities of dirty air
or protect the public from toxic
chemicals.
(Cont'd on page 2)

SPORTS
SALT LAKE CITY — Utah Jazz owner Larry H. Miller broke
ground for a $66 million, 20,400-seat arena at a ceremony that drew
3,000 people to the 10-acre downtown site.
LONDON — Theodore "Ted" Tinling, who revolutionized
women's tennis wear and was one of the sport's foremost historians,
died after a lengthy illness. He was 79.
FREDERICK, Md. — Charlie Keller, who played 13 years in the
major leagues, mainly with the New York Yankees, and later became a
successful horse breeder, died at 73.

BUSINESS

FINANCE
WASHINGTON — Nickels
from Heaven? A nickel saved
is a nickel earned? A nickel
for your thoughts?
No, say nearly two out of
three penny-pinching Americans in a Gallup Poll released
Wednesday as a House Banking subcommittee considered a
bill to round off cash transactions to nearest the 5-cent
piece. Gallup said 62 percent
of the Americans surveyed
found the idea penny-wise and
pound-foolish.
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Developer plans to conduct informal poll on landfill
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

Nashville.
The 750-acre landfill — to be

CLINTON, Ky. — A Tennessee located just south of Columbus
developer who wants to build a near Columbus-Belmont State Park
huge landfill in western Kentucky — has been opposed by local and
plans to conduct an informal citi- state officials, including Gov. Walzens' poll on Election Day to find lace Wilkinson.
Horrell said the opposition
out how Hickman County residents
doesn't alter his plans. That's why
truly feel about the proposal.
"We need to get this before the 'he'll conduct the poll next
people of Hickman County, and Tuesday.
"I think I'd be disappointing the
(the poll) will help us make -Our
decision," said John Horrell of people of Hickman County if I

didn't move ahead," Horrell said.
"... if I just turned tail and went
back to Nashville I feel I'd be letting down the people, 75-80 percent of whom want to control their
own destiny."
Judge-Executive Greg Pruitt, a
landfill opponent, said he believes
Wilkinson's opposition may kill
Horrell's chances of gaining
needed approval from the state
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet.

Wilkinson said Monday he was
"unalterably opposed" to the
landfill.
Pruiu said Tuesday that Wilkinson told him the administration
would frown on any landfill that is
intended to accept out-of-state
garbage.
Horrell said the governor's
opposition was not a surprise
because he did not know of any
(Cont'd

on page
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Do you think Memorial Day is observed as it was intended?
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 Rnd 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular oMce hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Mike Farley
"To me, it is.
"I still respect it as a time to
honor veterans and I know a lot of
people who treat it the same way.
"That's how it was intended to
be."

Robert Young
"I think it's changed some
because it's supposed to be for the
veterans.
"I don't believe they take that
into consideration as much as they
used to."

Clayton Garland
"Nowadays, it's just a excuse for
people to go off camping or fishing
or something.
"No one observes it for what it is
anymore. It used to be a holiday to
honor the veterans."

4

'

4

Jo Weaks
"I don't see es many American
flags as there used to be, I'll tell
you that.
"People observe Memorial Day
but there's so much to do. Some
people would rather have their own
private celebrations."
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MCCH's Noffeinger: no such thing as
quick, easy and permanent weight loss
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VFW Post 6291 presentation

ANOTHER! IMPORTANT!
Wal WY!

BIG CUT IN PRICES!
Mayor Bill Cherry (top photo, center) signs a proclamation setting
aside the week of May 24 through 31 re the post's Buddy Poppy
sales. The money from the sales goes toward helping veterans, and the
families of veterans, in Calloway County including those at Fern Terrace Retirement Lodge, West View Nursing Home and the Veterans
Hospital in Marion, Ill. Last year $1,800 was raised from the poppy
sales. Witnessing the signing are (first row,from left) Orville Fulcher;
Jake Mason, oldest living member of VFW post 6291; (second row)
Ray Pawlowski; Ray Kyznar; Martin Wynkowski; Wanda Colson,
whose son, Ronnie, was killed in Vietnam in March 1969; Cletus Colson; (third row) Steve Durbin; Randall Patterson; Post Commander
Leonard Brown; (fourth row) Robert Holland; Kenneth Herrmann;
Milton Mitchell; and Speight Williams. Post Commander Brown (bottom photo, second from left) presents Wanda Colson with a Buddy
Poppy corsage, arranged and donated to the post from Murray Florist. The post honored veterans from all foreign wars and the oldest
living VFW member, Jake Mason, veteran of the Mexican border
wars. Pictured are Orville Fulcher, Commander Brown, Wanda Colson, Mayor Bill Cherry, Cletus Colson and Mason.

STORE HAS BEEN CLOSED

USE VISA-MASTERCARD
CASH-CHECK

Calloway Review captures first
at state-wide contest at MSU
The Calloway County High
School Laker Review won first
place as overall best newspaper in
statewide competition at the Murray State University journalism
contest on May 15.
Staff members won five firstplace awards, one third-place
award and two honorable mentions.
Calloway won more than any other
school in the contest.
Adviser Lisa Polivick said, "I
have a group of highly talented and
dedicated students who have spent
hundred of hours producing this
newspaper. It is wonderful to see
their work being rewarded."
Individual stafff winners were
Marian Henderson, first is news
writing; Beth Henninger, first in in-

depth news writing; second place
in feature writing and third in general interest column; Alan Miller,
second in in-depth news writing;
Ed Chapman, first in sports feature
writing; Michael Ross, first in
sports news writing and honorable
mention in sports feature writing;
and Amy Helm, first in entertainment review column, second in
general interest co!umn and honorable mention in editorial writing.
The diverse assignments I had
during the year helped me win in
several different categories," said
Helm. "Winning first place was
really an honor."
Ross added, "I'm really glad our
hard work has started to pay off."

designed to give respite to caregivers while providing clients with
opportunities to meet their emotional and social needs through
planned activities.
The RFP will be available Tuesday, May 29.
For more information, or to
obtain a copy of the RFP, contact
Peggy Williams at the PADD
office at (502) 753-8325 or (502)
247-7171.

I LOCATED AT - 970 CHESTNUT - MURRAY

Be here for THE FINAL WIND-UP Sale.
Another! Important! CUT IN PRICES will create hundreds of new bargains in all departments for Thursday.Thisis a Salefrom end to
end! Nothing reserved - nothing. held back.
Thousands of dollars worth' 01 nationally
known and advertised merchandise must and
will be sold. Don't wait any longer. Bring the
family Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Don't
Miss it! THE FINAL WIND-UP!
USE VISA-MASTERCARD-CASH-CHECK

Corbin, Kingsridge, Christian woks, Arrow, Sero,
Woolrich, Pendleton, Cross Creek, Haggar, Farah,
Thomson, Jay Mar Sansabelt, Koret, Ruff Hewn,
David Brooks, Robert Scott,--Echo, Joyce, Regina
Porter, Cambridge Dry Goods, Herman Geist,
Saddle River, Misty Lane, L.A. Directions
AND MANY MORE!

SELLING BE
REG. TO 55.0O

McConnell both voted to delete the
firearms restrictions. Joining Ford
and McConnell were 11 other
Democrats and 35 other
Republicans.
Forty-three Democrats and 36
Republicans voted against the
deleting the curbs.

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH
cn

cn

There's No Place Like
HoMEPLACE

BREAKFAST
-Ti

Spocials Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday

.44

All You Can Eat
Fried Shrimp
and Clam Strips

'495

8
0
Pond Raised Catfish Fillet
1/2 ordsr $405
Pull Order s5"
All You Can Eat $69`

All You Can Eat Ky. Lake Catfish sr
Every Sat. & Sun. til noon • Country Ham Breakfast On1, 12's

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
Hours: Mon.-Set. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
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MEN'S' SUITS

TOLAD
One lot laden 'Ire skirts Assorted styles. colors
One makers Out they go Thursday at

One lot of men's better sues by famous maker S
In the better styles Hutryl In Thursday at

GREAT
aSALE DAYS
TODAY
9 A.M. TIL 9 P.M.
FRIDAY
9 A.M. TIL 9 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 A.M. TIL 6 P.M.

TODAY 9 A.M. TIL 9 P.M.
REG. TO '36.00 MEN'S

REG. TO '49.00

DRESS SHIRTS

LADIES SHORTS

One lot men s dress shirts from better makers r
ne fabrics. Out they go Thursday at

.at tamo.rs maker ladies shorts Choice of
co•ors One Imams Out they go,Thursday at

'12888 '2488
•

9388

9488
DREDS MORE BARGAINS NEVER MENTIONED!

-SL.S:tt

REG. TO '45.00

REG. TO '58.00

REG. TO '55.00

REG. TO '215.00

MEN'S SLACKS

MEN'S JEANS

LADIES SLACKS

One lot better men's slacks from famous makers
•n the wanted colors, fabrics. Hurry! at...

One Of men's popular }ears frorirr rnost famous
makers. Out they go Thursday at.

One or ladies fine slacks 1,1 the better styles.
colors oy famous makers. Out ,they go at

MEN'S
SPORT COATS

$1788

$2288

9688
E
MENT FOR SALE!

STORE MIOR
REG. TO '37.00 MEN'S

REG. TO '33.00

SPORT SHIRTS
$1188

LADIES TOPS

One lot Better
colors
Famous
makers
Good
styles. Hurry' at.

One iot ladies
lops
assorted
styles
better
makers Out at

REGULAR '30.00 TO '65.00

LADIES BLOUSES

4318

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES
WASHINGTON (AP)-- Both of
Kentucky's U.S. senators were on
the losing side of the 52-48 roll
call by which the Senate refused to
delete curbs on nine semiautomatic
assault weapons from its omnibus
crime bill.
Democratic Sen. Wendell Ford
and Republican Sen. Mitch

•!
I

GREAT $500 000 GOING
OFT OF BUSINESS SALE

Entire stock in the beret fabncs and colors by farnous Rue Hewn.
Andrew Harvey. Woolrch etc Out they go Thursday at

State senators lose on arms vote

CLOTHING
AND
ACCESSORIES

DON'T MISS TODAY ANOTHER BIG CUT IN mus mom - BURRY!
WE MUST AND WILL SELL OUT OUR ENTIRE STOCK
IN THE NEXT FEW DAYS!

PADDAAA needs proposals for programs
The Purchase Area Development
District Area Agency on Aging is
issuing a Request for Proposals
(RFP) for the development of new
Adult Day Care Programs.
This expansion of programs is
due to an additional allocation of
funds by the Kentucky State Legislature for services to older Kentuckians in fiscal years 1991 and
1992.
A day care program should be

I

mF,INJSSTANQDUALALITYDIEs

Buckingham
Ray,Ltd.

STORE HAS BEEN CLOSED • - All day
Wednesday, May 23rd, in order to again mark
down prices on every article in every department in our store creating hundreds of new
bargains, rearrange our stocks and have
everything in readiness for your coming
Thursday at 9 a.m. Don't Miss ft! THE FINAL
WIND-UP!

AWFAMOIIS NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED BRANDS
ON SALE!

PLATE LUNCHES
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BEG. TO
IRSS (IC110
9SAL
5 00 MEN'SE
l S
One group torn $2588
eema
Dexter. Frn
D
the
better
styles Out they
.1'

REGULAR *36.00 TO '103.00

.4"
7.1."
'
xr‘r

One I01 mess bener sport coats in the wanted :k••
styles, fabrics, etc by most famous makers Out
they go Thursday while they last at.

18"
ANOTHER BIG

CUT IN PRICES!

REGULAR '68.00 TO '176.00

LADIES SKIRTS LADIES DRESSES

Entire sods in the wanted styles, _fabrics by Ruff Metro, Dave
Brooks, Ambitions. etc DWI miss Thursday at

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

$2398 1868

Entire stock famous makers Misty Lane Rebbeca Thomas. Danny
LtItC010, Laura. BIC BererStyles Out Thursday at

ANOTHER-.CUT IN PRICES

$4128

to

ALL SAM rmAwr

MANES!BEY!IS? COSIST SERVE! ALL INNS SUBJECT TO NM 1111

REGULAR '25.00 TO '125.00

MEN'S SLACKS

REG. '54.00 TO 910.00 MEN'S

DRESS CASUAL SHOES

Eritae stock by famous makers Corbin, Jay Mar Sansabelt Polo
Thomson, Haggar. Farah etc OW they go Thursday at

Entire stock by ',nest makers Diner, F freeman. Rockport etc. in
the benre styles. colors. We Our they go Thursday at...

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

$r
9P.

$3598

to $7318

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

$1188 63 68

REGULAR '125.00 TO '300.110

MEN'S SUITS
ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS

'tie stock ferrous nvikers Arrow. Briar, Sera, Polo. etc in t
warted styles Ost• they go Thursday set,* they, last at

to

REGULAR '175.00 TO '440.00
NAM &LOCA.. R•94111ifS. shorts. longs by CorOLo kingsndgra. Chr•stian Brooks. Hanisvcs
styles tabocs Out they go Thursday *Nle they Last at

REGULAR '17.00 TO '52.50

MEN'S SPORT COATS

riettL.'
`

• re stock Regulars. shorts. longs By famous makers Corbin, Kingsnoge, Christian Brooks.
etc Our they go Thursday while they last at

ANOTHER COT IN PRICES

$9988 $26388 Seis88 Siam
to

fig

to

wo

ry.
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Annual Arts & Crafts
Festival appeals to all ages
OUT-OF-STATE GARBAGE GLUT
THREATENS KENTUCKY'S ENVIRONMENT
Each day, hundreds of trucks depart cities and towns throughout the Eastern portion of the United States destined for Kentucky.
These trucks arrive carrying a cargo that many of us do not want
but are forced to take--garbage. Last year, close to a half-million
tons of out-of-state garbamw as dumped in landfills scattered from
Ashland to Paducah. To male matters worse, plans are already in
place to construct new, bigger dumps which could easily double or
triple the amount of garbage now flooding our state.
These superdumps mean that more New Jersey waste will bc
contaminating our state's groundwater, more garbage trucks from
Pennsylvania will be tearing up our roads, and trash from New York
will he polluting our countryside. In spite of the opposition from
thousands of Kentuckians, our state is well on its way to becoming
the garbage barge of America.
To help Kentucky gain control over this rising tide of waste,
I will be introducing a bill that gives the state government in Frankfort the authority to charge haulers a higher fee to dump out-ofstate garbage in our landfills rather than the same fee levied on instate garbage. In addition, it will also set up a registration system
and database to help local governments keep track of where garbage is coming from and what it contains.
In many cases, counties find it economically advantageous for
landfills to accept waste from other states. My legislation recognizes
this fact and gives officials the flexibility to impose the fee on
homever they choose and in whatever amount they believe is
appropriate. If the state wants to keep garbage out, it can impose
prohibitively high tariffs on haulers who bring it in. This'will ensure
that if other states want to send garbage to Kentucky, the residents
of those states, and not Kentuckians, pay the true costs associated
with disposing of it.
The revenue that is raised from this fee can be used by the state
or counties where the landfill is located to pay for road maintenance
to handle the increased number of garbage trucks, help landfill operators meet new, more stringent regulations to protect the environment, or create a trust fund that can be used to clean up any
contamination from the landfill.
Cis lug the state go‘ernment authority to impose higher dumping fees on out-of-state waste represents the first step in controlling
this problem. Left unchecked and without regulation, trash brought
into Kentucky threatens to turn our state into a garbage pit for the
rest of the nation; we can not allow this to happen. By starting now
and des eloping a long-term management plan that emphasizes recycling and other measures, we will he able to dispose of our waste
in a responsible, en‘ironmentally sound manner that protects our
precious natural resources.

"There will be activities and
exhibits for everyone in the family," promises Sally Hopkins, president of Business Council for the
Arts, sponsor of the 6th annual
Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts
Festival (PAC). "We're creating a
festive atmosphere." adds Mrs.
Hopkins, as she describes plans for
the June 2-3 event. "The people
who attend," she says. "can enjoy
everything from art to helicopter
Ales all in the same day."
Artists exhibiting and selling
their work at this year's feastival
hail from as far away as Milledgeville, Georgia, Topeka, Kansas;
and Sierra Vista, Arizona. Some of
the arts and crafts highlights will
be a raku pottery demonstration,
procelain jewelry, quilts, soft
sculpture, and unusual miniature
handcarved clog dancer dolls.
Another attraction is "Tye Dye
Mary," a Primm Springs, TN,
craftsperson who produces one of a
kind articles of tye-dyed clothing;
including shirts, skirts, and belts.
Participating artists and craftspeople were selected through a juried process this year, a new routine
for festival organizers. Pam Shay
explained that taking a selective
approach to entrants is important to
the continued success of the festival. Ms. Shay is Assistant Director
of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and Secretary of
Business Council for the Arts — a
committee of the Chamber —

which sponsors the festival.
"We want to present arts and
crafts that are unusual, that people
just can't go into any store and
buy," Shay declared. She explained
that the jurying process will help
the festival build a regional and
national reputation for quality.
If the festival attracts more and
more quality exhibitors, the Jackson Purchase region could eventually have its own version of Berea,
an eastern Kentucky community
that received national, and even
international attention, for its arts
and crafts.
Besides aesthetic value, the Arts
and Crafts festival will also include
some fun activities. One particularly unusual exhibit designed to
appeal to all ages is "Secrets of the
Forest," a multi-media attraction
that enables participants to "see"
what Kentucky was like thousands
of years ago, when much of the
state was covered by shallow seas,
and most of the plants were ferns.

The Nature and Conservation
Center in Louisville produced
"Secrets of the Forest," and the
Kentucky Forest Industries Association sponsors it. The appearance
at the Jackson purchase Arts and
Crafts Festival is the exhibit's only
stop in West Kentucky on a statewide tour.
History buffs will find that JPAC
appeals to their interests too. The
American Mountain Men will present a muzzzleloader camp, and
Bowker Enterprises, of Murray,
will be setting up a Civil War
encampment and presenting an
authentic cannon firing.
Storytelling, keyboard music,
and puppets are free, but helicopter
rides — at $12.50 per person —
are one of the few attractions with
a fee.
No outdoor festival is complete
without food and the Jackson
Purchase Arts and Crafts Festival is
no exception. Ice cream, barbecue,
Polish sausage, pork rinds, burgers,
funnel cake and an array of home
made baked goods are just some of
the culinary temptations planned.
Business Council for the Arts, a
committee of people from local
businesses and arts organizations,
works all year long to prepare for
the festival. The 32 people on the
committee, as well as scores of
volunteers from local arts organizations, pitch in to make sure that
thousands of festival details are
handled with care.

"We have to work "real" hard on
JPAC," president Sally Hopkins
explained, "but it's important
because the festival is our only
fundraising event each year."
According to Mrs. Hopkins,
revenue from the festival is distributed to local arts organizations,
and sometimes to "starving" local
artists, as a way of promoting the
arts in the community.
"Business Committee for the
Arts is interested in promoting the
arts in our community and in-the
region," said Sally Hopkins. She
added that the festival is held at
Kenlake Park as a means of attracting a regional audience, rather than
just a local one.
Last year's festival attracted
14,000 visitors, in spite of rainy
weekend weather. This year, if the
weather cooperates, Business
Council for the Arts expects to
break all previous attendance
records and hit the 20,000 mark.
The festival is scheduled for
June 2-3 at Kenlake Resort, near
the junctions of Route 94 and
Routes 68/80. Admission and parking are free, and the hours of operation are Saturday from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. and Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
"The show goes on, rain or
shine," says Pam Shay, of the Murray Calloway-County Chamber of
Commerce. For additional information, call the Chamber at
502-753-5171.

OUR FIRST PRKDRITI(
NOW NATO DE To
LC:0K OUT FOR -T.14E5E
(
P5.5KL

Today is Thursday, May 24, the 144th day of 1990. There are 221 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History: On May 24, 1844, Samuel F.B. Morse
transmitted the message, "What hath God wrought!" from Washington to
Baltimore as he formally opened America's first telegraph line.
On this date:
In 1830, the first passenger railroad service in the United States began
service between Baltimore and Elliott's Mills, Md.
In 1881, some 200 people died when the Canadian ferry "Princess Victoria" sank near London, Ontario.
In 1883, the Brooklyn Bridge, linking Brooklyn and Manhattan, was
opened to traffic.
In 1935, the first major league baseball game played at night took place
in Cincinnati as the Reds beat the Philadelphia Phillies, 2-1.
In 1941, the German battleship "Bismarck" sank the British dreadnought "Hood" in the North Atlantic.
In 1958, United Press International was formed through a merger of the
United Press and the International News Service.
In 1962, astronaut Scott Carpenter became the second American to
orbit the Earth as he flew aboard "Aurora Seven."
In 1976, Britain and France opened transatlantic Concorde service to
Washington.
In 1983, New Yorkers marked the 100th anniversary of the Brooklyn
Bridge with a parade and a massive fireworks display.
In 1984, a court in El Salvador found five former national guardsmen
guilty of murdering four American churchwomen in December 1980.
In 1986, the Union Jack was flown in Israel for the first time in 38
years as Margaret Thatcher became the first British prime minister to visit
the Jewish state.
In 1987, an estimated 250,000 people crowded onto the Golden Gate
Bridge to celebrate the structure's 50th birthday a few days before the
actual anniversary.
Five years ago: President Reagan denounced a House-passed Democratic package of 56 billion dollars in deficit reductions for the following
fiscal year, saying it was riddled with phony savings.
One year ago: China's top army commanci published a letter strongly
supporting hardline Premier Li Peng, who was reported locked in a power
struggle with'rival factions who opposed his strong stance against student
protesters.
Today's Birthdays: Singer Bob Dylan is 49. Actress Priscilla Beaulieu
Presley is 45. Singer Rosanne Cash is 35.
Thought for Today: "Success is getting what you want; happiness is
wanting what you get." -- Anonymous.

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
0 All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.
0 All other subscribers $59.50.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky
Cash: 7-4-9. Lotto:
6-10-11-15-24-31.
Estimated jackpot: $2.5
million.
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Ten years ago
Virgil Gilliam, Murray postmaster, was named as Kentucky State
President of National Association
of Postmasters of United States at
convention in Louisville.
Alton Ross, retired superintendent of Oldham County Schoo4s
and former teacher at Hardin High
School, will be featured speaker at
Hardin High School reunion on
July 5 at Marshall County Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Houston HusbitirApril 29, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Routen, May 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Bray were
married for 50 years on May 14.
Twenty years ago
For more than a half century,
Fleetwood and Gordon Crouch
have been processing wheat into
lily-white flour at Lynn Grove
Milling Company which they
operate.
Pvt. James A. Thomas, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Thomas is
serving at Fort Sill, Okla.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Bruce and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Kuykendall,
May 14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Driver and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Rudolph, May 19.
Lyn Dunn, Kathy Stubblefield,
Janey Kelso, Becky Burchett, Clair
Eversmeyer, Vickie Pat Lamb and

Jeanette Jarrett are new officers of
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club.
Thirty years ago
The mapping project for Calloway County got underway this
week with several field enumerators being hired to get the project
completed.
Martha Farris, Judie Culpepper,
Jetta Culpepper and Sue Poole are
new officers of Youth Fellowship
of New Hope Methodist Church.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
_Mrs. Gerald Maupin.
Boy Scout Troop 45 attended
Spring Cannporee at Boy Scout
Reservation on Kentucky Lake.
Forty years ago
Plans for erection of a 50-room
park hotel at Kentucky Lake State
Park were announced last night by
Governor Earle C. Clements at a
dinner meeting at Kentucky Dam
Village Park, Gilbertsville.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Wyatt, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hill and boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Noah Edwards,
May 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Eckert, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Alston Wilkerson and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Mathis, May
13.
New officers of Murray Girl
Scout Association arc Mrs. Robert
Hahs, Mrs. Fred Faurot, Mrs. O.W.
Barnett, Mrs. Wells Overbey and
Mrs. R.H. Thurman.

Calloway County High School Superlatives

Most Athletic
Cynthia Garland & Robert "Pookie" Jones

Mr. and Miss CCHS
Robert "Pookie" Jones & Beth Haley

Most Talented
Leigh Anne Furr & Justin Franklin

Most Studious
Loren Wisehart & Regina Kimbro

Class Clowns
Jennifer Spegal & Scott Mays

Most School Spirit
Tammy Usher & Michael Lax
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Couplc is honored

babies, dismissals
and expiration

Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Outland will
be honored in celebration of their
40th wedding anniversary on Saturday. May 26.
The event will be at the home•of
their daughter, Mrs. Marsha Parrish
and husband, Danny, Rt. 2, Murray. All friends and relatives are
invited to call between the hours of
2 to 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Outland were married May 20. 1950, by his father.
the Rev. J.C. Outland at his home
in Murray. Their attendants were
Gene and Kattirine Bell of Park
-City.
Mrs. Outland, the former Florence ((otton) Gipson. is the
daughter of the late Charlie Gipson
and Nola Blair Gipson of Edmonson County, Ky.
Mr. Outland is the son of the late
Rev. J.C. Outland and Birdie Outland of Murray.
Their children are a son, Wade
Outland and wife. Deborah, Columbus. Ind., and a daughter. Mrs.
Marsha Parrish and husband. Danny. Murray.

Kelly Lynn Kramer and her fiance, Jon Ruth, of Imperial, Mo., were
honored at an open house by Miss Kramer's grandmother, Mrs. Done
Kramer at her home on Loch Lomond, Murray, on Sunday, May 20.
The couple from Imperial. Mo., is pictured here with Mrs. Kramer's
dog, Putzi.

Local (v-oup will sing
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Outland

Coldwater Church of Christ
homecoming planned Sunday

fP
John Hoover

John Huover of Sikeston. Mu.,
will be speaker at the annual homecoming services at Coldwater
Church of Christ on Sunday, May
27.
During Bible Study at 10 a.m.
Mr. Hoover will present a lesson in
the main auditorium for the junior
high through senior adults.
Morning worship will follow at
11 a.m: with a basket. dinner at 12
noon followed by a congregational
singing at 2 p.m. Evening worship
will be at 6 p.m.

Hoover, former minister of Coldwater congregation, is presently
the pulpit minister of Shady Acres
Church of Christ, Sikeston.
He has served congregations in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana and
Missouri. He is married to the former Lawanda Ashcr of Paducah
and they have two sons, Greg and
Scott, and two granddaughters.
The public is invited to attend
the homecoming events, a church
spokesperson said.

Calloway County High School
Class of 1980 plans reunion
Reunion festivities for the Calloway County' High School Class of
1980 are being planned for the
weekend of Juty (A.
Two open houses are being
planned for Friday. July 6. The
homes of Carl and Joy Kelso
Doran, Kentucky Lake, and Tripp
Bird On A
and Sharon Walker Furches, Oaks
Wire (PG-13)
Estates, will be open from 7 to 10
p.m. to class members and their
families.
A breakfast will be,,field Saturday. July 7, from 9.:30 to 1130
a.m. in the cafeteria at Calloway
County High School.
Pretty
Teachers involved with the class
Woman fit)
of 1980 are invited to attend, as
well as "class members and their
families.
Tonight is
Bargain Night!
The 10-year reunion for class
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
members and their spouses or dates
is scheduled for Saturday evening,
July
7, at the Executive Inn,
:Rent your movies • at the movies!:
•
• Paducah.
• 1008 Chestnut :it 753.3314
•
Anyone with information regardOpen 11:am to 10:pm
•
ing any one of the class membss

,

it

The Insurance Center
Of Murray
For A Free
Financial Security
Analysis

'rim Herndon

Call 753-8355

Coldwater Church of Christ

ANNUAL HOMECOMING SERVICE

The King's--Sons will present two programs. They will be at Cross
Creek Baptist Church, Indian Mounds, Tenn., on Saturday, May 26,
at 7 p.m.; and at The Kentucky Opra, Draffenville, on Sunday, May
27, at 8 p.m. Members are, from left, Tony McClure, Gary McClure,
Roger Stubblefield and Randy McClure.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

not located or seeking further
information is encouraes to call
Sharon and Tripp Furches at
F 4 IN F MO.\\
753-8151, Joy Doron at 436-2626
or Debra Pritchett Futrell at ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
437-4939.
A disappointment could arise in
The list of class members not yet connection with a parent or a career
located include:
concern. You're charming and
Rick Bartlett, Frederick D. Bear, effervescent today, but tonight someMark D. Coates, Aleisia Lavon one could get your goat.
Harper, Mark Hills, Mark Stephen TAURUS
McKenzie. Mark Miller, Hubert C. (Apr.20 III May 20)
You could be receiving a gift today.
(Dewey) Moffitt, Kay Turner Holbrook, Deborah Wakcland and Ile careful that a quarrel doesn't arise
between you and a friend tii(lay about
David Wheeler.

Tit

Cleaver named

Ashley Cleaver, a student at Calloway County Middle School, has
been named an award winner by
United States Achievement
Academy. She was nominated for
this award by Stan Waller, her
science teacher. She is the
daughter of Max and Kathy
Clea‘er of Murray, and the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hoyt Cleaver Jr. of Rt. 1, Alm,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D.
Lovett of Murray.

money. Advice you receive now may
-not be to your liking.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Ot
1
In business you can meet with a
frienration. Try to stay clear of
arguments with those on top. One
friend pleases you now; another
disappoints you.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Some )fl puts in a good word for
you in business, but you could be
displeased today about a personal
matter. Restlessness could be a
problem tonight.
LEO
(July 21 to Aug. 22
A setback could occur now in
connection with a job 'interest today.
•Id news. th4mgh, comes through a
friend at a distance. A money questirm agitates you tonight.
VIRGO
(Aug. 2310 Sept.22)
A social contact proves helpful in
business now. but strife is also
possible vvith a competitor Inhibitions may interfere with the course of
ro >mance tonight.
LIBRA
(Supt. 2:3 ()ct.22
!happiness corm'sI hrr ough oimance
0)(lay, but you may be irritated with a
co-worker as well. Family concerns
tonight take prirwity over pleasure
pursuits

e'7A

MAN 25 19(X)
SCORPIO
((1ct. 2:3 to Nov. 21)
It could be a case of both profits
and losses in business today. Though
some gains are likely now,a difficulty
or delay is also possible. Romance is
iffy tonight.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Loved ones will feel closer to each
other now, but a family or monetary
concern could dampen your outlook
a bit. It's a day best described as
bittersweet.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may add a decorative touch to
the home now. Impatience could mar
your performance on the job. Safeguard relations with co-workers. A
family member needs you tonight. /

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Avoid excess spending in the
pursuits of pleasure. Though creative
interests, children, and hobbies bring
you joy, you may be displeased with
softie news tonight.

PISCES

SOW

(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
It's a god day for shopping, but
guard against dictatorial behavior
with other family members. Tonight
sou may feel that a friend has let you
down in some way.
YOU IIC/RN TODAY are curious
mixture of introversion and extroversion. Though a good talker, there is
much that you keep to yourself. You
get along well with others, but do
better on your own than in partnership. You have a decided philosophic
bent and may be drawn to teaching
and writing. Usually your skill with
the written and spoken work is an
asset in whatever yotaido. Birthdate
of: Miles Davis, jazz musician; Gene
Tunney, boxer; and Jeanne Crain,
actress.

Composer Jules Massenet was
born in 1842 in Montaud, France.

JoANts
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Dinner On The Ground
Congregational Singing
Evening Worship

10- a.m.
11 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
6:00 *p.m.

No Rust • No Rot • No Paint
PVC • Fiberglass Wicker • Resin
OUTDOOR FURNITURE
Hammocks • Outdoor Lighting • Pool & Patio Accessories
Pool Chemicals & Supplies
Yes we will test your water )

All

Swimwear
Ladies &

CJ's Casual

Ladies.

Mix 'n
Match

Children

59% Off

in Off
Shorts, Tope,
Skirts, Slacks

•
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
on Wednesday, May 23, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baker baby boy, mother, Penny.
Rt. 3, Box 1005, Murray;
Hatcher baby girl, parents,
Pamela and Kendall, Rt. 5, Box
516C, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Judy Elliott aznd baby boy,
Rt. 5, Box 1134, Murray; Keith
Skinner, Rt. 1, Box 152, Kirksey;
Mrs. Denise Bradley and baby
girl, 413 South llth St., Murray;
Robert Volf, Rt. 4, Box 109,
Benton;
'William Terry Isaacs, 201 South
Third St., Murray; Miss Cindy
Southern, Rt. 1, Box 269, Dexter;
Hoyt Wyatt, 1900 Sherrie Lane,
Murray; Mrs. Deblina Bose and
baby girl, 605 College Cts.,
Murray;
Mrs. Sharon Myers and baby
girl, Rt. 7, Mayfield; Udell Erwin,
Rt. 4, Box 137, Murray; Ulis
Woods, Rt. 1, Box 512, Murray;
Mrs. Rose Bryan, 1302 Wells
Blvd., Murray; Thomas Smotherman, RL 5, Murray; L.D. Drowns,
RL 1, Mayfield;
Richard Atwell, Rt. 5, Box 167,
Mayfield; Mrs. Zollie Perkins, 68
Riveria Cts., Murray; Jerry Farris,
Box 14, Northwinds Tr. Pk.,
Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Thelma Jo Green, Rt. 1,
Box 206, Benton.
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Toasters being
recalled because
defective switch
WASHINGTON (AP)- Nearly
9,000 four-slice toasters will be
replaced because a defective switch
poses a fire hazard or could burn or
severely shock users, the manufacturer said Wednesday.
Toastmaster Inc. of Columbia,
Mo., told the Consumer Product
Safety Commission it will replace
8,857 of its model D126T toasters
because the defective switch allows
the electric heating elements to
continue operating after the toasting cycle has been completed.
"There have been no reports of
injuries or fires ... as a result of
switch failure," the commission
said in a written statement.
The chrome-based toasters were
manufactured and sold nationwide
between April and June 1989. The
Toastmaster name appears on a
black and silver nameplate in the
lower right-hand corner of each
toaster.
Consumers should also check the
crumb tray at the bottom of the
toaster for a five-letter and digit
date code enumerated from EL101
to EL158.
The CPSC said no other Toastmaster products were involved in
the recall.
Consumers may call the company at 1-800-527-3069 for
instructions on returning the
toasters.

Gloria
chapte

Sylvester Stallone
will be in series
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Sylvester Stallone says this summer's "Rocky V" will be the last
in the series because there is
nothing more to say about the notso-talkative palooka.
"1 have no more to say about the
character, which is my alter ego, 1
can't deny that," Stallone said
Tuesday.
So what's ahead for Stallone?
"Right now," he said, "we'ret
doing something ecological, whichi
is the theme of the 1990s. Then I'd'
like to do a comedy."
The movie's premiere is tenta-1
tively set for Nov. 15.

Variettes-•-ow the square

Bubbles'
Knits

Exquisite'
Form

40% Off

Bras &
Girdles

Shorts, Tops,
Skirts, Slacks
& flown tinders

20% Off

-Sale Ends Sat.. May 26-
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New officers of Alpha Mu ff4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International include, from left, Helen Steffen,
Kathie Fleming, Rachel Neale, Karen Goetz Falwell, Margaret Terhune, and Rita Cummings, along with
special guest, Gloria Davis.

Margaret Terhune was installed
president of Alpha Mu #4760,
Epsilon Sigma Alpha, International, at the home of Nancy Meloan
on Tuesday, May 15.
Other officers installed include
Karen Goetz Falwell, vice president; Rachel Neale, recording/
corresponding secretary; Kathie
Fleming, treasurer, and Helen Steffen, parliamentarian. New educational director is Helen Campbell
and chaplain is Kathie Gentry.
Installing officer was Gloria
Davis of Cadiz, past president of
the Kentucky S:ate Council of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International
and editor of the state publication,
The Lamplighter.
The ceremony included lighted
candles with netting and jonquils
(ESA's flower) connecting with
each officer to the new president
indicating the need to work
together. A large candle decorated
centerpiece was also used.

Rita Cummings, outgoing president, conducted the meeting. She
was presented with special gifts
from the chapter.
Dortha Bailey was a rushee of
Margaret Terhune.
The hostess gave the chaplain's
report by Elizabeth Kubler Ross
and Ralph Waldo Emerson, "People Like Stained Glass Windows"
and "How You Measure Success."
Kathie Gentry said the chapter
had received a thank you note from
Project Graduation at Calloway
County High School for the donation of $25. She also said the chapter had received a certificate for the
hours served throughout the year
sponsoring bingo games and singa-longs.
Helen Steffen reported on the
special publicity book she is preparing to be entered in the
Publicity/Public Relations competition at ESA International.
Announcement was made of

Founders Day dinner, sponsored by
Alpha Mu on May 24 at The Brass
Lantern. Also included will be Alpha Delta and Delta Nu chapters of
Hopkinsville and Beta Nu of Cadiz.
A white elephant sale will be
conducted.
Mrs. Meloan served
refreshments.
The next chapter meeting will be
a potluck supper on Tuesday, June
19, at 6 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Terhune.

*50
Off
Enrollment On
Monthly
Payment Plan

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Kelly Dawn
Manker and Jamie Boyd Vaughn
have been announced.
Miss Winker i the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Manker Sr.
of Rt. 4, Box 358, Murray.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. James Manker
and the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Long.
Mr. Vaughn is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Vaughn of Rt. 8,
Box 410, Murray.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
MIS. Boyd L. Vaughn and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Denzel Large, all of
Fairfield, Ill., and the greatgrandson of Mrs. Ethel Large.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is presently employed
at Martha's Restaurant.
The groom-elect is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is presently employed
at Briggs & Stratton.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 16, at 7
p.m. at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend.

Kelly pawn Manker,
fiancee of Jamie Boyd Vaughn

150 Off
Enrollment Only When
Tuition Paid In Full
Before Starting Program
753-6798

Southside Shopping Center

MIMS

SUNDAY
MONDAY
A V to 5 r

Memorial Day Weekend Sale
Spring
Suits
Gloria Davis, guest, and Margaret Terhune are pictured at Alpha Mu
chapter meeting at Meloan home.

/
1 2

off

Reg. 86" to 130"

Spring

Swimwear

Coats & Jackets

Lingerie
Daywear-Sleepwear

/
1 2 off
Reg. 24" to 130"

Jr. & Missy
Dortha Bailey, center, rushee, is pictured with her sponsor, Margaret
Terhune, right, and Karen Goetz Falwell at Alpha Mu chapter
meeting.

Hello
Stranger!

Activewear
/
1 4 off
Reg. 13" to 54"

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more. Call...

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
' Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348

Entire Stock

Entire Stock

Denim Shorts

Handbags

20%off

15% off

Reg. 26w to 38'

Selected

Spring & Summer
Dressy & Casual

, "Life Style"
Interior Decorating
Style doesn't have to be a display of wealth.
a display of imagination.
Affiliated with
Van Acker Builders

'35 Consultation
Fee

Call

Playtex
-I Can't Believe les a Ciirdle
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,
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Year Completing

10th

I I th

12th
•

School Attending
Special Interests, Activities, and Hobbies
These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Missy," a female spayed black cat; "Queenie Bee," a female adult cat; "Pookie," a female
spayed Ship mix; and "Sugar," a female adult Terrier mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to
the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray
and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

-,.

#
Future Plans

DATEBOOK

.
..,.,-

Please accompany with picture.

i

The annual Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen Contest will
be Monday, Aug. 6, at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
This pageant is sponsored by Murray-Woman's Club in cooperation
with Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. The winner will reign over
the 1990 Jaycee Fair. Brescia Huie is the 1989 Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair Queen. Any girls desiring to enter the contest are
asked to complete the above form and return it with a picture to
Dana Stonecipher, 1700 College Farm Rd., Murray, Ky. 42071, by
Friday, June 1. For information call Mrs. Stonecipher at 753-0392.

MURRAY TODAY

WESTSIDE BAPTIST
CHURCH
108 N. 15th St.

753-8240

L_Summer Schedule Of Services
Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

10:30 a.m.

Evening Worship

6:00 p.m.

Wednesday Services

7:00 p.m.

Glynn M. Orr

Pastor

'Called To Make A Difference"

A Pentecostal Fellowship meeting will be Friday, June 1, at 7:30 p.m.
at Lake-Land Apostolic Church, located at 402 Sunbury Circle just off
South Fourth Street in Murray. The Rev. Terry Hall of Madisonville will
be the speaker. The Rev. James H. Cain, Lake-Land pastor, invites the
public to attend.

Flint Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, May
27, featuring "A Backward Glance at the 40s and 50s.2- Sunday: School
will begin at 10 a.m. The Rev. Otis Jones, a former pastor, will speak at
11 a.m. The Liberty Boys will be featured at the afternoon singing. During the afternoon service the Rev. Robert Herring, a former pastor, will
share some highlights of his ministry at Flint. The public is invited,
according to the Rev. Lester Butler, church pastor.

Our Registry:

Amy Asbridge • Chuck Baker
Donna Talley - Hunt Boyd
Denise Randolph - Jon Peyer
Amy Miller - Greg McReynolds
Teresa Ford - Doug Chope
Lynne Loberger - Greg Powell
Melanie Kelly - Greg Puruis
Amanda Edwards - Chuck Box
Tracey Eldridge - Scott Harris
Alison Sears - Robert Carillon
Tonia Erkman - John Shaw_
Stephanie Marlow - Johnny Burkeen
Abbe Billings - Vic Marshall
Carma Miller - Steve Bell
Carol and Jeff Downer,

74 544ted4e
121 By-Pass

753-4.541

Plant sale planned Saturday
A plant sale will be at Senior Citizens' Greenhouse at 1620 W. Main
St., Murray, on Saturday, May 26, from 8 to 10 Lm. and I to 3 p.m. Sales
will continue each Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday thereafter until plants
are all sold. Large tomato plants will sell for 35 cents each. Broccoli,
cabbage, cauliflower, pepper, zucchini, zinnias, marigolds, petunias and
baby's breath will sell for 20 cents each. The public is urged to support
the senior citizens in this project, said Elsie Springer, public relations
chairman for the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Program, Inc.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
-Men understand the worth of blessings only when they have lost
them.- Plautus.

If you ruff a loser with a worthless trump. you rate to do your side
some good. The problem arises
when you misjudge the value of a
"worthless" trump.
South covered with dummy's diamond queen. and the top four honors
went on the first trick. Needing
dummy's club suit as a prime
source Of tricks. South wisely delayed playing trumps and led a club
to dummy's queen. East won and returned a diamond to West's eight,
and West continued with the diamond 10. South ruffed with dummy's "worthless" trump seven, a
foolish move that would cost him
his vulnerable game.
South continued with the club ace
and a club ruff to establish the
clubs, but to no avail. He couldn't
draw West's third trump, and the
defenders came to four tricks (one
in each minor, and either two
spades or one spade and a club ruff).
The game makes if South discards a spade from dummy on the
third round of diamonds. West shifts
to spades. but South wins his ace,
sets up the clubs via one ruff, and
then draws trumps, ending in dummy. Two long clubs allow two spade
discards, and South has his 10
winners.
Some small trumps are less
worthless than others.

Alpha Department will meet
The Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a luncheon
meeting on Saturday, May 26, at 12 noon at the club house. Nell Earwood, teacher of choral music at Calloway County High School, will present a program, "Music: Grace Notes." Donna Herndon will give the
devotional thought. Hostesses will be Gerry Reed, Marelle Johnson and
Alberta Chapman.

5-24-A
JRTH
+764
A Q7
•Q 6
•A Q 6 4 2
WEST
EAST
•K J 3
•Q 8 5 2
653
V 42
•J 10 9 8
•K 5 4 3
J 73
•K 109
SOUTH
4 A 109
V K J 10.9 8
•A 7 2

Youth Rally plannedwt church
Kentucky State Youth Rally will be Friday, May 25, at 7:30 p.. and
Saturday, May 26, at 10 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. at Church of Jesus Christ,
4225 Old Benton Rd., Paducah. The Rev. Erby Reed, church pasta, and
Patricia Powell, Kentucky State Youth Leader, will be in charge of the
rally events. The public is invited. For more information call 1-443-4944.

+85

James Daniels receives degree

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:

James Daniels, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.H. Daniels, Rt. 5, Murray,
the B.S. degree in chemistry from Erskine College, Due West,,
received
North East
South
West
S.C.,
on
Sunday, may to, during commencement exercises closing Ers1+
Pass
Pass
1
2V
Pass
All pass kine's 151st academic year. Daniels, a graduate of Calloway County High
4V
School, was a member of the American Chemical Society and a Dean's
Opening lead: Diamond jack
List student. Founded in 1839 by the Associate Reformed Presbyterian
Church, Erskine was South Carolina's first four-year church-related colBID WITH THE ACES
lege. It is a coeducational liberal arts college offering majors in 23 fields.
5-24-B
South holds

Linclaithed silver sells at high prices

*Q 8 5 2
V 42
•K 5 4 3
46K 109

LONDON (AP) — Four pieces
of early 18th-century silver that lay
unclaimed in a bank vault for 101
North South
years were sold for nearly $2 mil1•
1•
lion Wednesday, Christie's said.
2•
The silver belonged to Thomas
Wentworth, 3rd earl of Strafford, a
ANSWER: Two diamonds. Show the distinguished soldier and diplomat
preference for opener's first-bid who died in 1739: The maker was
suit.
David Willaume, a French HugueSend bridge questions to The Aces, PO. Box not and one of the three top silvers12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed, miths in London in his day.
stamped envelope for reply
The Wentworth silver — a pair
• Copyright 1990, United Feature Syndicate
of wine bucket, an ewer, and a

Friday
8:30 - 5:30
Saturday
8:30- 5:30
Monday
8:30 - 530

Over the years we've
found our Bridal Registry Service to be one of
the most. appreciated of
all the services we offer
our customers. It makes it easy for you to select the
perfect wedding or shower gift because you know
it's exactly what the prospective bride is looking
for.

The annual homecoming at Bethel United Methodist Church will be
Sunday, May 27. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.; worship at 11 a.m.
with the Rev. Don Baleen, pastor, as speaker, a potluck meal will be
served about 12:30 p.m.; and singing in the afternoon. This special event
is to raise funds for the upkeep of Bethel Cemetery. Persons unable to
attend may send their donations for the cemetery to Judith Lamb, RL 1,
Box 323A, Almo, Ky. 42020.

Flint homecoming on Sunday

4

cOUDiel CUrrentfrIn

Bethel homecoming on Sunday

Pentecostal meeting at Lake-Land

basin -- was deposited at Glyn,
Mills and Co.'s bank on. London's
Lombard Street in 1359 by a
descendant who died soon afterward, as did his executor.
"The bank tried to trace other
descendants but found none, and
the silver remained in the vault
until 1960 when a family descendant claimed it and sold some
pieces in 1963," said auctioneer
Stephen Clarke. "'The-four pieces
now sold were sent by a descendant of that claimant," he said.
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\& MEMORIAL DAY
SALE
Clayton-Marcus
op14_4 Livingroom Suites
01*
40% off

SPECIAL PURCHASE
9 pc Solid Cherry
Diningroom
Includes: 96" extension
table,2 pc china,4
side chairs and 2 arm
chairs.
Was $7088

3 DAYS ONLY
(IF)
PENNSYLVANIA

HOUSE
It's what you've wanted all along.

Largest
Pennsylvania House
Dealer In West
7ennessee:

'4499.

SALE

BONUS

Tau aocidicinal

5%* off
3 Days Only

Bedroom & Diningroom
001
014

Suite 30% off
Bonus

V/ off

Pennsylvania House
In Stock & Special Orders

Buy 1 Piece
at 30% Off
Get 2nd Piece
at 506/a Off
All new gallery.
All on §ale at Reduced Prices.

Storewide Sale
:

*******
***"•"...

.••••
* *******
.....................
** **
.......

Save up to 70% Off
Friday - Saturday - Monday

S.1
. .
********** *

Free Delivery - Financing Available
Viso & Mastercard

;i; ....

Mar-Clay Sofas

'499'

Reg. $88900 Sale

Choice of styles & colors.

Maple & Cherry

Table & 4 Chairs
Reg $499 co

sale $29900

Market -114 Furniture
414 N. Market Sift it

PI;is, Tennes.)ee 38242
t>42-69'4u
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Thursday, May 24

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Michie
home. For information call Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at American Legion
tuilding.

Ladies' Fun Night will be at
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

!Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. jn meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library.

Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Founders' Day Dinner of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha, International will be
at 6:30 p.m. at Brass Lantern at
Aurora.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

"Ole Highland Park" reunion
will be at 6 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn. For information
call Paul Redden, 753-7643.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Ladies of Paducah Support
Group (Life After Divorce is Eventually Sane) will meet at 7 p.m. in
Western Baptist Hospital Radiation
Therapy Center, Paducah. For
information call 1-575-2176.
Community CPR Instructor
Course will be at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational School. For
information call Red Cross Chapter
office, 753-1421.

Friday, May 25
Kentuc,ky ,tate Youth Rally will
be at 7:30 p.m. at Church of Jesus
Christ, 4225 Old Benton Rd.,
Paducah.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Parents' Night Out will not be
held at Martin's Chapel United

Friday, May 25
Methodist Church.
Registration for summer programs will continue at Calloway
County Public Library. For information call 753-2288.
Twilight Golf will be at 5:30
p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Parkinson's Support Group will
met at 1:30 p.m. in private dining
room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 6 to 11 p.m. For information call 753-TEEN.
Calloway County High School
graduation will start at 6:30 p.m. at
Laker Field.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Events in Land Between the

Study finds differences in how fat and lean
people store their extra calories in lives
By DANIEL 0. HANEY
AP Science Writ*,

BOSTON
— A study helps
explain one of nature's injustices
— why some people can eat with
abandon and stay slim while others
put on weight with the slightest
dining no-no.
The answer is individual differences in what the body does with
unneeded calories. Some folks tend
to store them as fat, others lay
them down as muscle.
Since building lean tissue uses
up much more energy than storing
fat, fat makers grow fat, while
muscle makers stay trim. Many
people seem to fall somewhere
between these two extremes.
The findings come from a unique
experimeni Doctors put 12 pairs of
identical twins on diets in which
they ate 1,000 more calories each
day than their bodies needed, and
they got almost no exercise.
When it started, all were slim
men in their early 20s with no family history of obesity. After 84
days, they had all eaten 84,000
excess calories, but some had
grown fat, while others stayed relatively trim.
The man who gained the most
weight put on 29 pounds and stored
up every extra calorie somewhere
on his body. The man who gained
the least added 9 pounds and stored
only 40 percent of the extra
calories.
"It demonstrates for the first
time that for a given amount of
calories, you have differences in
the body's response to the surplus
of energy," said Dr. Claude
Bouchard, who directed the study.
"The individual differences are
amazing. They are huge."

The study suggests that individual differences determine to what
degree people resist, or succumb,
to the excess calories they take in
when they eat an ice cream cone or
an extra hamburger.
"Almost 40 percent of the
weight gain is explained by the
propensity to store in the form of
lean or fat tissue," said Bouchard.
"This is the single most important
variable that has been presented in
the literature to account for differences in weight gain."
Bouchard's study, performed at
Laval University in Ste. Foy,
Quebec, in 1988 and 1989 was
published in Thursday's New England Journal of Medicine. In the
same issue was another twin study
conducted at the University of Pennsylvania and an editorial by Dr.
Ethan A.H. Sims of the University
of Vermoni
Sims wrote that Bouchard's
work "will become a classic
study."
Because Bouchard's experiment
was conducted on genetically identical twins, he was able to provide
more evidence to support the widely held idea that obesity is at least
partly an inherited disorder.
When one man put on a lot of
weight in the study, his twin tended
to do the same. The study found
that there was three times more
variation in weight gain between
pairs than within pairs.
The study also found close links
between twins regarding whether
they tended to grow pot bellies or
big bottoms.
In the study, the doctors first
determined how much each volunteer needed to eat to stay the same
weight and then added 1,000 extra
calories to each's diet. They lived

under around-the-clock supervision
in college dormitories and were
allowed to take a half-hour walk
each day. But otherwise they did
nothing more strenuous than play
cards or watch television.
Experts believe that other factors
also contribute to how people
handle calories. These include their
metabolic rates — the amount of
calories their bodies need to keep
going while resting — and how
much they fidget.
All the extra blubber did not
stick long to the Quebec men. They
lost the weight within six months.
In the Pennsylvania study,
researchers examined 673 pairs of
identical and fraternal twins in
Sweden. About half of the pairs
were raised together, while the rest
had been separated at birth.
They found genes could explain
most of the difference in people's
weights, although there was a
slight sex difference. Genetic influences accounted for 70 percent of
the differences in fatness among
men and 66 percent in women.
Their childhood home environments had no effect at all on
whether they grew up to be heavy
or slim. Four years ago, the same
group found that twins who had
been put up for adoption grew to
have the body builds of their biological parents, not the people who
raised them.
In his editorial, Sims said the
two latest reports show that "destiny, in the form of our genetic
makeup, has a great deal to do with
the shape of our middles."
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Friday, May 25
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Horneplace-1850;
Seven Wonders of the Universe at
10, 1, 2 and 3 at Golden Pond
Planetarium.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Pumpkin muffins, old-fashioned rice
pudding, pork in peanut butter
sauce, and stove-top tamale pie are
some of the items in a new American Indian recipe book released
Monday by the Agriculture
Department.
About 70 traditional and nontraditional recipes are included in
the 100-page, spiral-bound
cookbook.

Father, daughter reunited
two weeks for a reunion with his
daughter and a first visit with her
18-year-old son, Philip Miller.
After that, Mrs. Cook said she
hopes to visit Kentucky to see her
85-year-old grandmother, who she
last saw at age 2, and her father's
relatives.

YUMA, Ariz. (AP) — After 31
years apart, a Kentucky man and
his daughter have been reunited by
phone through his placing an
advertisement in an Arizona
newspaper.
On Thomas Spradlin's birthday
Sunday, and within hours after his
ad asking for information about his
daughter appeared in The Yuma
Daily Sun, his daughter called.
"It was the greatest birthday
present finding my daughter," said
Spradlin, who turned 60 that day.
The Covington, Ky., man and his
former wife were divorced when
his daughter, Arlene, was a toddler.
He last saw her when she was 6,
about the time her mother
remarried.
After her mother died, Arlene
was raised by her stepfather, Gene
Dcwhirst of Yuma.
The last clue Spradlin had about
his daughter's whereabouts was a
1971 telephone call she made to his
mother iDat she was getting married. Her last name now is Cook.
Dcwhirst and an aunt recognized
her 1971 high school photograph in
the ad. To all but a few relatives,
she was known by her middle
name, Elaine.
Mrs. Cook, who lives Alta
Loma, Calif., said she had tried to
locate her father using Kentucky
telephone books but since there
were so many Spradlins in the
state, she didn't,know how to find
the right one.
"I'm so ecstatic. I'd been looking for him as well. What's very
special is that my relatives went to
the trouble of letting me know. My
stepparents have been very good to
me," she said.
Spradlin will fly to California in

Betty Jo Nelsen, administrator of
the department's Food and Nutrition Service, said the book was
developed to help Indian families
on reservations who get federal
commodity donations.
Indians and those working with
them "sent us some great recipes
using USDA commodity foods,"
she said.
"From the recipies we received,
we picked the ones for this book
that taste good, use commodities
for at least half the ingredients, use
few pots and pans, and are quick
and easy to make," Nelsen said.
Although it is not a diet book,
many of the recipes use less sugar,
salt and fat than the original
recipes called for, she said.
State agencies and tribal organizations are responsible for distributing to Indian households participating in the commodity program.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
With Louisville Mayor Jerry
Abramson out of the field, the four
likely Democratic candidates will
now be scrambling for the Jefferson County vote in next year's
primary.
Abramson took himself out of
the race on Wednesday, citing an
obligation to the voters of Louisville who granted him a second term.
The announcement settles the
likely field for the Democratic
primary next year and Abramson
said heexpects to make an
endotsemem in the race.
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones, Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler and former Transportation Secretary Dr.

Floyd G. Poore have all made courtesy calls seeking his support.
Only Tirst lady Martha Wilkinson
has -failed to make a call, Abramson said. Mrs. Wilkinson has not
begun formally raising money like
the others have, but is widely
expected to be a candidate.
Abramson said the decision was
especially difficult because he felt
he could win the nomination
despite the fact that no Louisvillian
has ever been elected governor.
"It is unquestionably the best
time for a Louisvillian to run for
governor," Abramson said.
Geography played a role in that
conclusion. Jones, a Midway thoroughbred breeder, and Baesler are
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both from central Kentucky. Poore
is from northern Kentucky. Mrs.
Wilkinson can claim rural southern
Kentucky and Lexington as home.
The net result is no current or
likely candidate can positively lay
claim to Jefferson County. which
could cast 20 percent to 25 percent
of a primary vote.
The decision left the Democratic
field relieved and scrambling for
Abramson's support.
Jones called it "a great decision.
No question about it, Jerry is a
high quality guy and he'd be formidable in any race
any
office."
Jones said he wants Abramson's
endorsement. "There's been no
commitment for that at all," he
said. "I would like to hope I could
earn his endorsement."
Joe Johnson, Poore's campaign
manager, echoed those remarks.
"Jerry Abramson is an outstanding elected official. He would have
been a formidable opponent."
Baesler was travelling in western
Kentucky on Wednesday and could
not be reached for comment. He
and Abramson have become close
while working on a number of projects and Baesler is known to covet
Abramson's support, not only in
Jefferson County but among mayors around the state.
Mrs. Wilkinson did not return
telephone calls on Wednesday.
Abramson said his loyalty to
-Louisville turned the decision.
Polls show Abramson is
immensely popular in Kentucky's

roT

largest city and he was re-elected
without major party opposition last
year. Kentuckians _even changed
the constitution two years ago to
allow him multiple terms. He could
even seek a third term in 1993.
"We're going to stay right
here," Abramson said.
His announcement during a news
conference in his office was
greeted with applause by. a mixed
group of supporters who had
gathered, including other elected
officials in Jefferson County, bankers, chamber of commerce officials
and his own staff.
Abramson said he never really
considered a race for governor until
he began making trips to Frankcort
during the 1990 General Assembly.
While .in the Capitol, Abramson
said numerous people urged him to
run.
And his consideration was serious and not an attempt to gain
statewide publicity, Abramson said.
"If you're asking me was this
some Machiavellian plan to set
myself up for some other race, the
answer is no," Abramson said.
But another race is possible,
though one was ruled out.
"I will not run against Wendell
Ford for the U.S. Senate," Abramson said. "Very smart, huh?"
Ford is considered the godfather
of Kentucky Democrats right now
and he was also considered a possible gubernatorial candidate in 1991
until he took himself out. Ford is
expected to make another run at
leadership post in the Senate and
seek a fourth term in 1992.

Veteran labor organizer
Marx Lewis dead at 93

$699
TromsLumberDottcenter
'tour Complete Home Building Supply Center
Mon.•Pri. 730-‘00 Sat. 8-5 Sun. 1-5
Sale Price* Good at Murray Store Only
Other Locations - Benton and Lake City

a

SILVER SPRING, Md. (AP) —
Marx Lewis, veteran labor organizer, has died at age 93.
Accuracy in Media, a watchdog
group on whose board he served,
said Lewis died Tuesday of cardiac
arrest.
Lewis earned a law degree
the American University in

HARDWARE STORES

Grease
Gun
$688
14 Oz. Grease
Lube 69'

Mr. Coffee

Ice Tea Pot

but never practiced, chosing to
become an organizer for the Cap
and Millinery Workers Union.
A socialist in his youth, he held
several labor positions and helped
organize the Liberal Party of New
York. He served in the administration of Republican New York City
Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia in the
1930s and 1940s and later became
a Republican.
He is survived by two sons, four
sisters, five grandchildren and nine
great-grandchildren.
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Jonathan David Rost, a 1990 honor graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded a Presidential Scholarship to attend
Murray State University. He is shown discussing the opportunity with
Dr. James Booth, acting president. Rose is one of only 12 students
to
receive the award from a pool of 900. Considered Murray State's
most prestigious h000r, the scholarship covers the cost of tuition,
room, board and fees for four years.
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Katherine Ann Wilson, a 1990 honor graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded a Presidential Scholarship to attend
Murray State University. She is shown discussing the opportunity
with Dr. James Booth, acting president. Miss Wilson is one of only 12
students to receive the award from a pool of 900.

Two seniors at CCHS awarded
MSU Presidential Scholarships

Two seniors at Calloway County duating class and has maintained a
High School have been awarded perfect 100 grade point average.
Presidential Scholarships, the most He plans to major in politic
al
valuable four-year award given by science/pre-law or communications
Murray State University.
.for a career in law and government.
The National Merit Finalist parThe students are Jonathan David
ticipat
ed in the Governor's SchoRose and Katherine Ann Wilsoh.
Rose is the son of Jack and lars program, Space Community
Janice Rose of Murray. He is Youth Congress and Murray State's
ranked first in the 219-member gra- Golden 100. He was voted Most
Outstanding Senior by his teachers
and Most Likely to Succeed by his
classmates.
The recipient of numerous honors, Rose vice president of the
Speech Team for two years which
won the state championship in '87,
'88 and '89. A four-year member
of the Academic Team, he also
served as parliamentarian of the
Beta Club, newscaster for the
school television station and a
member of the Student Council and
Future Business Leaders of
America.
Miss Wilson is the daughter of
James and Janice Sue Wilson of
New Concord. She is ranked fifth
in her class and has maintained a
Sale Prices End June 4th
3.951 grade point average. She is
considering chemistry, agriculture
or German as possible majors for a
career. in chemical engineering.
The 1989 Governor's Scholar,
Miss Wilson was named to Who's
Who Among American High
School students and received the
United States Achievement English
Price
Award.
Other activities include treasurer
Air, Power Windows'''
.
of
the Future Farmers of America,
Door Locks,AINFM Casand membership to the Academic
sette, lilt and Cruise.
Team, Teens Who Care, Students
Taking A Responsible Stand, Beta
and Foreign Language clubs.
Begun in 1974, the Presidential
Scholars program at Murray State
is designed to reward excellence
and enhance the entire university
through the presence of the scholars on campus. The awards cover
all tuition, room, board and fees.
Presidential Schoalrs arc automatically admitted into the Murray
State Honors Program and granted
special latitude in planning their
course of study.
A total of 12 outstanding high
school students were named Presidential Scholars. The students will
enter Murray State beginning with
the fall semester.
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Cast for 'Annie Get Your Gun' Soulful voice of Ricky Van Shelton to brin
g hits
posted by Playhouse in Park
The Playhouse in the Park has announced the cast and crew for its first
play of the summer season, the musical "Annie Get Your Gun," which
opens on Friday, June 15.
The classic musical comedy was first performed on Broadway in 1946
with Ethel Merman in the title role. The score, perhaps the most popular
ever composed by Irving Berlin, holds half a dozen songs that are perennial favorites, including the unofficial show business anthem,"There's No
Business Like Show Business."
The cast for the Playhouse production is the largest ever assembled for
the Murray community theater. It features Kellie DeSimone as Annie, the
rough-and-tumble backwoods girl who was handier with a rifle than with
men, and Robert DeSimone as Frank Butler, crack shot with Buffalo
Bill's Wild West Show and Annie's own true love.
Buffalo Bill is played by James I. Schempp, and Bob Pervine appears
as Chief Sitting Bull. David Weatherly is Charlie, the manager of the
Wild West Show, and Carol Spann Bogard is Dolly, Frank Butler's
assistant.
Annie's brothers and sisters are Cane Bates, Carroll Lane Christopher,
Courtney Christopher, Erika Johnson, Joey Royalty, Jessica Jones and
Tracy Pervine.
The townspeople, who follow the show from Cincinnati to New York,
are Tim Barnes, Vair Booth, Ellen Carpenter, Kelsey Christopher, Alan
Clement, Pat Clement, Sheri Cooper, Heather Delancey, Jennifer
Delancey, Richie Jones, Laurie Jo -Parker, Melody Parker, Bill Phillips,
Erica Rowlett and Amanda Sims.
Also appearing as townspeople and as guests at the society ball are
Melissa Clement, Jenny Harrunat, Bill Phillips, Linda Pierce, Michael
Robinson, Marty Scarborough, Nancy Schempp, Niki Shaheen. Allen Williams and Steve Wilson.
Cowboys, cowgirls, Indians and other members of Buffalo Bill's Wild
West Show are Amanda Barrow, Ken Bazzell, Sabrina Cobb, Vicki Jones,
Meredith Julian, Kelly Krouse, Julia Maddox, April McKee!, Courtney
McMillin, Shane Morton, Jean Orr, Patrick Orr, Cathy Stedduth, Alex
Wells and Allen Williams.
The production is directed by Liz Bussey, with Pat Clement as the
assistant director. Kathy Bomba is the stage manager.
Musical direction is by Robert DeSimone, with assistance from Amanda Sims. The pianist is Pat Bomba.
Choreography is by Karen Balzer and Ramona Burnley. The assistant
choreographer is Shane Morton.
The set designer is James I. Schempp. Costume designer is Randy
Johnson, with Tammy Cobb in charge of wardrobe. Todd Birdsong is the
lighting designer and Terry Turner is the electrician.
Props are by Flo Buffington, with assistance from Alexia Schcmpp.
"Annie Get Your Gun" opens June 15, with performances on June
15-17, 21-24 and 28-30, and July 1 all at 8 p.m. There will be a special
preview performance for major contributors to the theater -fund dftve on
Thursday, June 14.
Costs for admission are $7 for adults, $6 for senior citizens and $5 for
students or by season tickets.
Season tickets are available now through the theater box office — telephone 759-1752. Reservations for performances may be made on May 25
for season ticket holders and June 1 for the general public.
The Playhouse production is sponsored by Air Products and Chemicals.

The Playhouse in the Park will hold an orientation for all young people
in grades 6-12 interested in volunteering at the community theater during
the summer season on Friday, June 1 from 10 a.m. to noon.
Liz Bussey, the executive director for the Playhouse, said the community theater is in the process of organizing its youth groups for the summer
months.
,‘
At the orientation, she will explain how to become involved at the
Playhouse and will describe the types of on-stage, backstage and off-stage
activities done by young people.
A number of production positions are still open for the plays in the
community theater's summer season.
Bussey said that current members of the theater's youth groups, Intermission (grades 6-8) and Young Actors Guild (grades 9-12), are also
encouraged to attend.

Ben and Steve Erwin of Haiti have been chosen to attend the Governor's School of the Arts this July in Louisville. They have also been
accepted to the Alabama School of the Arts for the month of June,
where they will study ballet with Sonia Arova and Thor Sutkowski.

PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
May 26
Land Between the Lakes — Empire Farm Cumberland River Festival, admission SI and 5.75, Empire Farm, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
May 30
Murray Art Guild
Open regular hours for painting, membership, 10 am. to 4 p.m. Visitors welcome to tour an exhibits during
these hours, free.
June 1
National Scouting Museum — summer opening, admission, daily 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
June 2-3
Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts Festival — free, 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. on Saturday. 10 LM. to 5 p.m. on Sunday, Kenlake State
Resort Park.
If you have any art event that you want to include, contact Pam
Shay at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce at
(502) 753-5171.

Award-winning country star
Ricky Van Shelton describes music
as the "voice of the soul," and he
will bring that voice to the Executive Inn in Paducah on Friday and
Saturday, May 25 and 26 at 8:30
p.m.
"It just grabs hold of me," the *
38-year-old singer said. "A beautiful melody just picks me up and
carries me. away."
Shelton, the reigning Country
Music Association male vocalist of
the year, has had six No. 1 country
music singles in the past three
years. His "RVS III" has been a
No. 1 album on the country music
charts this spring.
Singing has always been a part
of life for Shelton, who spent 10
years as a pipe fitter and plumber
before launching a full-time music
career. And it always will be.
"If it ends today, I'll be playing
at my friends' house Friday night
and having a ball," he said. "I've
always done it. I couldn't live
without it. I play all the time —
early in the morning and late at
night."
Shelton, a star on the Grand Ole
Opry, left his home in Grit, Va.,
two days after Christmas in 1984
and moved to Nashville. In 1987 he
burst onto the national country
music scene with the album "WildEyed Dream." Both it and his second LP,"Loving Proof," were million sellers.
His hit singles include "I'll
Leave This World Loving You,"
"Somebody Lied," "Life Turned
Her That Way," "Living Proof,"
"Statue of a Fool," "Don't We All
Have the Right" and "From a Jack
to a King."
He's one of Nashvillets most
active singers, hitting the road for
more than 200 shows a year.
"1 don't count 'em," he said in
an interview on a rare day off the
bus that carries him throughout the
country. "We stay gone all the
time."
Still, playing his guitar on stage
and performing with his six-piece
band is the supreme satisfaction of
his profession, he says.
"When I'm on stage for an hour
a night, I'm the happiest man in the

world. That hour makes up for the
other 23. I live for that hour on
stage. When you get home, you
can't wait to get back out again. It
gets in your blood."
For the past three years, Shelton
has been living out his dream: singing hit records, selling millions of
albums, performing twice on "The
Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson" and receiving some of the top
awards in country music. It's been
the fulfillment of his vision that
began when he sang gospel music
in church by age 3.
But there's also been a down
side.
"It's been a wonderful, wonderful experience and I'm still happy,
but when you have big success,
you have big problems," he said. "I
never have time for myself any
more or my friends or my family. I
don't have any privacy any more.
There are all kinds of decisions to
make. I don't get to go fishing any
more.
"It (success) has brought me
happiness but you don't have time
to enjoy it. It's kind of a paradox."
Sometimes, he misses his days in
south-central Virginia where he
worked at one time or another as a
car salesman, appliance store manager, grocery store clerk and house
painter. His main jobs, however,
were as a plumber and pipe fitter
making $5 to $10 an hour.
"It's a real highly-skilled craft to,
make that stuff work and fit. I miss
the challenge of that and the
camaraderie of the guys you work
with all day long. Them guys work
hard.
"It was a very satisfying job
when you got through and it was
nice to see it operate. I enjoyed
welding and cutting things with the
cutting torch and getting dirty. And
I got dirty."
Shelton is often compared to
Randy Travis, who also broke into
country music about the same time
singing a similar style of traditional
country music.
"Being compared to Randy,
that's flattery. He's been super
successful."
Don't expect to find a lot of lyrics in Shelton's songs.
"I don't like a song with a lot of
words in it. Too many words kills
the thought."

Ricky Van Shelton brings a long list of country music honors with
him to Paducah's Executive Inn this Friday and Saturday. Some of
the awards he's received since April 1988 have been Favorite Male
Vocalist, Favorite Video and Favorite Song ('I'll Leave This World
Loving You') from TNN Viewer's Choice Awards and 1989 Male Vocalist or the Year by the Country Music Association.
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'Stephen Foster Story' to open
in Bardstown for 41st season
Stage lights and spotlights will
pierce Kentucky's twilight this
summer with. the opening of "The
Stephen Foster Story" on June 9.
The 2 1/2 hour musical at My
Old Kentucky Home State Park
-will feature Michael Garver in the
title role and Betsi Morrison as the
femaie lead, both newcomers to the
production.
Garver, a native of Pittsford,
N.Y., is a Phi Beta Kappa honors
graduate of Trinity College in Hanford, Conn., with a bachelor of arts
degree in music.
He was raised a full-time hockey
player, which led him to Trinity
College. However, successful musical and theatrical auditions early
in his freshman year ended plans to
try-out for the team.
Garver went on to enjoy eight
semesters as a member and director
of the Trinity Pipes, a studentdirected pop singing _group.
As a performer, he has credits in
"Anything Goes," "Sweeney
Todd," "Iolanthe," and "Rudigorc.
After graduation, Garver went
directly to Surflight Summer
Theatre in Beach Haven, N.J.,
where he performed in "West Side
Story," "How to Succeed," and
"Drood." He has spent three
months in Manhattan, N.Y.,
appearing in a Long Island production of "The Fantasticks."
Morrison, a native of Helena,
Mont., has a degree in music and a
minor in dance from Interlochen
Arts Academy. Morrison received
the "Best Actress" award for her
role as Maria in "West Side Story."
Other roles include Bianca in
"Kiss Mc Kate," Audrey in "Little
Shop of Horrors," Val in "A Chorus Line," Bonnie in "Anything
Goes," Liesl in "Sound of Music,"
and Patti in "Grease." She plans to
attend the American Musical and
Dramatic Academy in New York
City on scholarship next fall.
-The Stephen Foster Story" follows a year in the life of a young
man frustrated by his inability to
hold a job as he struggles to translate into sous what' he observes of
American life, Tbe. musical, which
has run in Bardstown every sum-

mer since premiering in 1959, has
played to almost 2 million people
from all 50 states and many foreign
countries.
The play will be performed each
evening, except Mondays, through
Sept. 2. Tickets are $9 for adults,
$5 for children 12 and under and
group rates are available. For more
information call toll free
1-800-626-1563.

June 1-June 29, 1990
Advanced Students
Age 14 and Up
-

FREE
Plumbing & Electrical
Estimates
Westinghouse Single
Pole breakers

299e.
200 amp
Trailer Disconnect
v$ ith Breaker & Hub

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY 759-1390
Wr tour Ompota• turn. Burk:ivy 9.hpiky Crow
AiI Si
7:30-411:10 tat 6-6 Boa 11
I Al
We Primo hod at llerray Store Only
Oiler Losatiess—leates aahl Lake City
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PORTS
• eavy hitters
,wins fans haven't forgotten
he day they lost Brunansky
y MIKE NADEL
seCiatod Prose Sports Writer

One of the most talked-about "exes" in recent
innesota sports history returns to the Metroome this weekend.

14

Torn Brunansky, traded more than two years ago to the SL
!_ouis Cardinals, is back in the American League. He's now
tith the Boston Red Sox, who on Friday night open a threelame series against the Twins.
:.: Hail the return of the prodigal ex-Twin.
L, "I hope I'll get a warm welcome," Brunansky said before a
samef
in last weekend's Red Sox-Twins series at Fenway Park.
don't
think 1 did anything to upset anybody."
.,
-- All Brunansky did in five full seasons in Minnesota was averife 28 homers and 83 RBIs, play right field at the Metrodome
!Fuer than it has ever been played, help the Twins win their
illy World Series, become a leader in the clubhouse, keep himstlf in impeccable shape, smile a lot and maintain a
spueaky-clean public image.
7 No. he did nothing to make Minnesotans angry.
• It's. what General Manager Andy MacPhail and owner Carl
iphlad did that, to this day, has Twins fans hopping mad.
:Listen to any of Minnesota's zillion sports call-in radio shows
4id - you/I still hear any number of - fans- say that tit beginning
4 the end for the Twins was the April 22, 1988, trade sending
iBruno" to St. Louis for second baseman Tommy Herr.
%Just
months after Brunansky batted .412 with 17 total bases
v
qid 9 RBIs in the AL playoff victory over the Detroit Tigers,
was an ex-Twin.
For fans, shock soon turned to dismay. Herr never wanted to
ay in Minnesota, succumbed to a rash of injuries and
tireatcned to become a free agent. So MacPhail traded him to
Miladelphia for pitcher Shane Rawley, who was several years
st his prime and was cut after last season.
'For Brunansky, a young; talented, bright, community-oriented
tayer, the Twins rented Tom "Won't Play" Herr and Shane
' ant Play" Rawley for a year apiece.
. If Tommy Herr had produced like he had in St. Louis or is
ucing now in Philly, the trade wouldn't have looked so
d" the diplomatic Brunansky said.
Irony No. I: Within weeks of the trade, the Twins began
!
g for a rig -handed outfielder with power. They're, still
1 king. Carmelo Castillo doesn't quite cut it.
"They'll probably be looking for awhile," Brunansky said.
cle aren't many out there."
AIlly did the Twins give Brunansky away? What did they
ly gain by breaking up the ,nucleus of a young World
Settes team?
'11,oney," Brunansky said. "I have to think it was for econoCE reasons."
no was midway through a long-term contract that paid him
m
than SI million in 1988. Those were the days of clubs
o g everything possible to shave their payrolls.
acPhail and Pohlad deny that was the reason. MacPhail said
heiN anted Herr to bat second. Manager Tom Kelly said he
ap ovcd of the move because it allowed him to platoon right
fie ers and keep everybody happy.
(Cfst'd on page 13)
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Murrayr

Here's who won't win the Indy 500
By STEVE HERMAN
Associated Prose Sports Writer

INDIANAPOLIS — The Indianapolis 500 treasures tradition as
much as speed. With that in mind,
here's a rundown of which drivers
won't win Sunday's race.
It won't be Emerson Fittipaldi.
Sure, the 43-year-old Brazilian is
the defending champion who qua
fled for ..the pole position at
record 225.301 mph. Sure, e's
driving for the fantastically suc-

cessful Penske Racing team. Sure,
he's got some of the best
equipment.
But history is the great equalizer
at Indianapolis. Only four drivers
have posted consecutive victories
here, none since Al Unser two
decades ago. Back-to-back wins by
foreign-born drivers are even more
rare, with Jim Clark in 1965 and
Graham Hill in 1966 the most
recent.
No, it won't be Fittipaldi.
How about Rick Mears?

The three-time winner, five-time
pole-starter, 10-time front-row
qualifier also drives for Penske and
is the acknowledged master of the
21
/
2 -mile oval. He's won more
money at Indianapolis than any
other driver in history and is ready
to make up for last year's 23rdplace finish, a shocking aberration
from his otherwise stellar career.
But look where he's sitting.
Mears qualified at 224.215 mph
for a starting position in the middle
of the front row. That spot hasn't

Boy, lose just one OVC title...
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I4equiem for a heavyweight
BAD SCHUYLER JR.
Asolcialod Prose Sports Writer

There once was an 11-year-old boy who was

lea astray by Rocky Graziano and Tony Zale.
Ante it was a Friday night, the boy was not in bed but was

_

up 'fiddling around with the standup radio on Sept. 27, 1946.
Spddenly the voice of Don Dunphy blared into the living
room from Yankee Stadium, and the boy listened transfixed as
Zali retained the middleweight championship with a rousing
six -round knockout of Graziano at Yankee Stadium.
`tilhe fight I consider the greatest was the first Zale-Graziano
figi," said Dunphy, who called about 2,500 bouts for radio
and: television.
.
7
''hat can I say," Zale . said at his home in Chicago of the
deaai in a New York hospital Tuesday night of the man with
whin he always will be linked in boxing lore. "He was a
rough, tough fighter, a good puncher. He had guts."
Glaziano won the title by knocking out Zale in the sixth
rout)d of an equally stirring rematch July 16, 1947, at Chicago.
These were perhaps the greatest two fights between the same
oppOnent in boxing history.
It. was all Zale in a three-round triumph in 1948.
The boy, who was to become a boxing writer, went out the
morning after his baptism as boxing fan and bought a copy of
The: Ring magazine. For years, he lived vicariously as he listenell to fights on radio or watched them on television.
Thday, he still thrills at a picture of—courage and skill that
can :be painted by two fighters. Now, however, he is aware of
the reed and exploitation and sometimes feels as if he will
choke on the smell, which even when it goes through the window.
; of public scrutiny does not go away.
And those pictures of courage and skill can still be found.
But :they're mostly done in water colors instead of oils, because
those who commission the paintings are looking to flood the
market with quick sketches. They would be the alphabet governMg bodies, who in their desire to stage championship matches
throii, together kids who never get a chance to learn their mean
trade;
Telere seem to be about 168 champions. When Graziano and
Zal fought, mostly in the 1940s, there was one a champion per
divi on, and there were no counterfeit weight classes such as
sup middleweight, super featherweight and and mini flyweight.
" here were so many good fighters in those days," said
90- ar-old Ray Arcel, a former trainer who has seen most all
of
greats over the last 70 years.
n Zale and Graziano ruled the middleweight world, they
nil the likes of Charley Burley, good enough to make the
Box g Hall of Fame and too good to get a title shot; slick
box Georgie Abrams; the charismatic Marcel Cerdan, who
eve ally won the title from Zale, and Jake LaMotta, the Bronx
Bull ho didn't become the Raging Bull until his biography
was ublished.
T re's also been a book and a movie about the life of Gra/Ian a "dese and dose" guy who grew up tough on New
Yor s Lower East Side and who made something out of his
life
ough boxing.
er all that rough-tough stuff was a really nice person,"
Arce said. "He was the kind of guy you like."
TI s something you often can't do with the sport that Graziano meant so much to.

Ledger itc Times

No, Murray State isn't taking tennis coach Bennie Purcell's name off the varsity tennis courts, but the
sign bearing his name was upended during ongoing construction work around the site. The courts were
named in Purcell's honor this year after the Racers won ten straight OVC titles in a string which covered
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker
the 1980s and ended only this spring.

FIRST REGION
BASEBALL
TOURNAMENT
at Reagan Field
Tuesday's Games
CALLOWAY COUNTY 6,
Lone Oak 3
Graves County 6, Fulton
County 1
Wednesday's Games

St. Mary 14, Fulton City 5
Paducah Tilghman 6, Marshall County 2
Thursday's Games
CALLOWAY COUNTY vs.
Graves County, 1:30 p.m.
St. Mary vs. Paducah
Tilghman
Friday's Game
Championship, 4 p.m.

produced a winner since 1969 with
Mario Andretti, and everyone
knows of the Andretti jinx at Indianapolis. Mears is guilty by association. He might even lead most of
the race, but look for a blown
engine or a flat tire about the 180th
lap.
Arie Luyendyk, the fastest
Dutchman ever to race at Indianapolis, is the third front-row starter.
He's been impressive all month. He
qualified at 223.304 and has firstrate equipment. But he has never
won an Indy-car race in 75 career
starts, and you just don't get your
first victory at Indianapolis. Plus,
the same bias against two straight
foreign-born winners works against
Luyendyk.
That also eliminates Dominic
Dobson, Tero Palmroth, Raul
Boesel, Geoff Brabham, Didier
Theys, Scott Goodyear, Teo Fabi,
Roberto Guerrero and Jim Crawford, foreign-born all.
Only six rookies have won the
race, none since 1966. That eliminates Goodyear, Eddie Cheever and
Dean Hall.
There has never been a winner
whose father also drove at Indianapolis. That eliminates Brabham,
Michael Andretti, Al Unser Jr.,
Tony and Gary Bettenhausen,
Pancho Carter and Bill Vukovich
There has never been a winner
from farther back than 28th in the
starting lineup. That eliminates
Crawford, Al Unser, Vukovich,
John Paul Jr. and Rocky Moran.
There has never been a winner
from the ninth, 12th or 26th starting positions. That eliminates Danny Sullivan, Randy Lewis and
Scott Brayton.
So who's left?
Mario Andretti? Forget it. He's
endured every kind of heartbreak at
Indianapolis since his 1969 victory.
He has dropped out after leading
most of the race, and he has been
the victim of a crash before the
race even started.
He was cruelly teased with victory in 1981 before a U.S. Auto
Club panel overturned a one-lap
penalty against Bobby Unser and
(Cont'd on page 13)

Angry Jordan takes the Bulls by the horns
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
— Michael Jordan, frustrated by
injuries and lack of support, blasted
his teammates following the Chicago Bulls' loss to the Detroit Pistons
in Gams 2 of the Eastern Conference finals.
Jordan, angry and disgusted
Tuesday night after the Pistons
took a 2-0 lead in the best-of-7
series, left the locker room and
avoided interviews. But his teammates were surprised by Jordan's
uncharacteristic behavior.
"He said the guys are playing
like (expletive)," the Bulls' Horace
Grant said. "He didn't want to
name any names. But he was right.
The guys know who they are. We
were embarrassed.
"Mike feels some guys aren't
giving their all and I don't blame
him. He's giving his all and gets
upset when other guys don't do the

same. We played terribly. I've never seen Michael more upset."
Jordan, playing with a sprained
wrist and bruised hip, was held to
20 points, making only 5-of-16
field goal attempts on Tuesday.
The Bulls trailed 53-38 at halftime and Jordan blasted them for
lacklustelp play. Jordan reportedly
kicked a chair in the locker room
following the 102-93 loss. He
dressed quickly and boarded the
team bus, refusing to answer
questions.
Stacey King, a reserve forward,
declined to go into detail but said
Jordan was angry.
"It's a sign of a player who
doesn't like to lose," King said.
"He was embarrassed. He got
dressed and left. He was just
mad."
Chicago coach Phil Jackson said
Jordan was upset with himself as

well as the others.
"I think he's disappointed in his
effort," Jackson said. "Fourteen
minutes he played pretty good
basketball but other than that, he
didn't really show the characteristics he showed all year."
Jackson said it also was frustrating to watch Jordan play injured.
"I think it's pretty obvious when
Vinnie Johnson beats him off a
left-handed dribble that he wasn't
100 percent physically," Jackson
said. "He's not shooting the ball
well, you could tell that from the
start."
King said Jordan wasn't the only
injured Chicago player.
"He's not 100 percent, but
neither is (John) Paxson," King
said. "He orchestrates our
offense."
Game 3 is scheduled for Saturday at Chicago.

Major League Baseball

San Fran ends slump in Giant steps
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The San Francisco Giants might not be scared yet,
but they're running.
"I'm tired of sitting back and waiting and waiting," Giants manager
Roger Craig said after a season-high three stolen bases and numerous hitand-run calls helped San Francisco end a four-game losing streak with a
6-1 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals Wednesday night.
Even after the victory the defending National League champions are
16-24, in fifth place in the NL West and 12 games behind Cincinnati. On
Monday, Craig held a team meeting to ask his players to become more
aggressive, and his words paid off a day later.
"We can beat you with a three-run homer or a two-run homer, but in a
big ballpark like this you're never guaranteed of that," said Matt Williams, who got his first stolen base of the season. "Roger stressed taking
it to the other team and that's what we're going to do."
The Giants entered the game 11th in the leape...with only 18 stolen
bases, but Williams' steal helped set up the three-run sixth that broke up a
1-1 tie. Gary Carter followed with an RBI single, pitcher Bob Knepper
had an ABI double and Brett Butler singled to chase Cardinals starter
Greg Mathews (0-4) and make it 4-1.
All night, the Giants took advantage of little things and forced the Cardinals to make mistakes. Williams took advantage of an off-line throw by
center fielder Willie McGee to score the go-ahead run on what could have
been a close play.
Rick Leach drove in an insurance run in the eighth with a hit-and-nn
single.
Even slugger Kevin Mitchell tried to run. Mitchell was thrown out at
second on a botched hit-and-run in the seventh, but he was the only player
Cardinals rookie catcher Todd Zeile could stop.
"Roger got a lot more aggressive tonight," said Will Clark, who contributed a first-inning solo home run to the Giants' 15-hit attack. "But
then again he had the opportunity to do it because we had a few baserunners.''
Zeile has had trouble throwing all season, but Clark said the Giants
were determined to run more regardless of who was catching.
"Zcile's got a good arm," Clark said. "I think it's just more of keep-

ing ourselves agressive, not picking on Zeile."
Knepper (3-2) scattered seven hits in 6 2-3 innings for the Giants, who
hope to get back on track away from Candlestick Park. All four of their
losses were at home, dropping them to 6-15 overall. The Giants were an
NL best 53-28 at home last season.
AROUND THE HORN
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Astro. 7, Pastas 3
The Autos sat a teem record sith eight sleets Wednesday net as they beat the Ponsburgh Prates 7 3 for
pat that tcunto victory in 17 games
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tidos." 12, Twine 0
FOI ono night at Not as New York Yankees were
the Bronx Bombers again The suppose., punchisss
Yankees who beat tale resemblance to Modems' Row
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Porter shots sink Suns SCOR
EBOARD

Actions& Reactions

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - If
"I've been shooting extremely
NBA fans didn't appreciate Terry
well in the playoffs," he said.
Porter before, they should now.
"Whenever I'm open, there's no
The Portland playmaker orchehesitation."
strated one of the biggest comePorter scored 23 of his 28 points
backs in playoff history Wednesin the second half after Portland
day night as the Trail Blazers beat fell behind by
18 at intermission.
Phoenix 108-107 to take a 2-0 lead
It equalled the second -biggest
in the Western Conference finals. comeback from
a halftime deficit
The six-year pro from tiny
in NBA playoff history. The only
Wisconsin-Stevens Point sank the one that was bigger
occurred 42
two biggest shots of the game - a
years ago, when Baltimore trailed
3-pointer with 28.4 seconds to go Philadelphia 41-20 at
the half but
and the game-winning I3-footer rallied to win 66-63.
with 12.7 seconds to play.
"I can't think of another win
"Terry Porter's been doing that that's as satisfying
as this one,"
for years," Portland coach Rick
Adelman said.
Adelman said. "The only differThe Suns must be wondering
ence is he's never had national TV
what it takes to win in Portland,
exposure to show it. He's been our where they've
lost 19 in a row. The
game-winner all along. I can't tell four Blazer
homecourt victories
you how many games he's won over the Suns
this season have
like that.'
been by a total of six points.
Porter is Portland's leading scor"It's a tough
er in the playoffs and he relishes not going to loss for us but it's
be
the chance to shoot in clutch world for this the end of the
team," Phoenix
situations.
coach Cotton Fitzsimmons said.

Little League
West Kentucky Insurance detested J H. Churchill 8-0 behind the four-hit pitching of
Preston Weatherly, who added a single and double to WKI's offense. John Farmer
had two singles and Jerry Boyd added a double for WKI.

Park League
Kroger produced 29 runs in a 29-10 win over Hodge & Noel, with Brian Adams
hitting two triples, a double and a single. Teammates Glen Timmons, Cliff Darnel
and Ryan Norsworthy all went 4-lx-4 for Kroger and Chesley Thomas added three
hits. For Hodge & Noel, Matthew Leet had three hits and John Vance and Justin
Boggess had two hits each

Kentucky League
Matt Roberts had a home run, two doubles and a single in leading Pickens Supply
to a 19-2 win over Pagliai's. Ryan Pickens picked up the win and added a single
and a double, while Alan Chase had a double and two singles and Mitch Ryan
chipped in two singles
• • •
Bob Perrin Real Estate defeated Thornton Heating and Air 17-2 with Roger Houk
notching the victory from the mound. Seth Grogan had a double and single
and
Tim Stark doubled for Perrin; Micah Cathey led Thornton with a single and triple
while Craig Coles added a double

Tennis
LONDON- Theodore "Ted" Tinling, who revolutionized women's tennis
was one of the sport's foremost historians, died after a lengthy illness. wear and
He
For years he acted as the liaison between players and officials at Wimble was 79.
was frequently used as an interpeter at the French Open, where his title don and
was social
facilitator to the president of the French Open. He also was Chef de Protoco
l for
the International Tennis Federation, director of international liaison for
Virginia
Slims Tennis, and consuhant to the Women's Tennis Association, the Internat
ional
Tennis Hall of Fame and Tennis Australia.
'Born in Eastbourne, England, on June 23, 1910, Tinling was hired by Wimble
don
in 1927 to escort players on and off Centre Court and Court One. He was banned
from Wimbledon in 1949 when American Gertrude "Gussy" Moran shocke
the
crowd when she appeared on court weanng a Tinling-designed outfit of a dshort
skin and lace-trimmed'panties He was inducted in the Tennit Hall of Fame
in
Newport, R.I., in 1986.

Baseball
FREDERICK, Md. - Charlie Keller, who played 13 years in the major leagues,
mainly with the New York Yankees, and later became a successful horse breeder,
died at 73. Keller died of cancer at his Yankee Land Farm, said Don Thompson,
funeral director. Keller, a lelt-handed hitting outfielder, played 10 years with the
Yankees before being released following the 949 season. He went to Detroit for
two seasons, returned briefly to the Yankees in 1952 and retired with a .286 career
average and 189 homers in 1,170 games. He hit .306 in tour World Series with the
Yankees and was a member of New York's world championship teams in 1939,
1941 and 1943

Football
IRVING, Texas - Atlanta was awarded the 1994 Super Bowl by National Football
League owners. Atlanta plans to have a new domed stadium built by that time. The
$210 million downtown 70,500-seat Georgia Dome is scheduled for completion in
1992. The next three Super Bowls are at Tampa, Fla., in 1991, Minneapolis in
1992 and Phoenix in 1993.

Here's who...
(Cont'd from page 12)
dropped Andretti to second - five
months after the race.
John Andretti? He wouldn't dare
win his first 500 before Uncle Mario won his second.
Stan Fox? Who is Stan Fox?
Kevin Cogan? He's driving Car
No. 11. No car with that number
has ever won the race. Ditto for
Bobby Rahal in Car No. 18.
Tom Sneva? The 1983 Indy winner hasn't won a race at any track
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since 1984. Besides, he has crashed
during the 500 more times (six)
than any other driver in history.
By the process of elimination,
then, the winner can only be A.J.
Foyt, who will take the checkered
flag for a record fifth time, pull
into Victory Lane and announce
that after 33 years at Indianapolis,
and at the age of 55 years, 4
months, 11 days, it's time to retire.
Then again, Foyt being Foyt, he
might 00t.

Twins fans...
(Cont'd from page 12)
Kelly also said that Brunansky had become compla
cent over
the offseason and that's why he was off to a poor
start in
1988.
"I heard all that. Kelly's entitled to his opinion,"
said Brunansky, a famous slow starter who finished the year
with 23
homers and 85 RBIs. "All I know is that when we
came back
for 1988, something was different. I just sensed
something.
Maybe it was the manager. Or the attitude. I don't
know.
Things had changed."
Irony No. 2: At this year's salary of $1.5
million
is practically a bargain. Kent Hrbek, whose career , Brunansky
power stats
mirror Brunansky's, just signed for almost $3
million a year. '
Bruno can be a free agent after this season. There'
s some
speculation that the Twins might be interested.
"I really don't see why they would be," he
said.
And, he said, he was even less sure that he'd
be interested
in playing for Pohlad, MacPhail and Kelly again.
Fenway Park was built in 1912 with players like
nansky in mind. After spending two years struggl Tom Bruing with St.
Louis' spacious Busch Stadium - and averaging
21 homers,
nonetheless - he should hit bushels of baseballs
over the Green
Monster.
He left the AL in 1988 with a .302 average, 10
homers and
21 RBIs in 32 games at Fenway. Last Saturday
against the
Twins, in his second Red Sox game in Boston
, he
with two homers Ind seven RBIs in Boston's 13-1 went 5-for-5
win.
• "It's not like I have to change my swing or
anything," Brunansky said.
He and his wife, Colleen, will spend the summer
checking
out Boston. If he enjoys this season enough, he might
stay. If
he decides he wants a change, the native Califor
nian would
probably find a most interested suitor in Gene
Autry, the
Angels' free-agent-crazy owner.
Brunansky has many options. And he's still only
29.
Reliever Jeff Reardon, who left the Twins via free
agency
after last season, is also with the Red Sox. He
was asked what
kind of reaction he expects from Friday's Metro
dome crowd.
"I just hope they appreciate what I did in three
years there,
that I wanted to stay, and that MacPhail never
wanted to negotiate," Reardon said. "But I did leave them, so I
don't know
how they'll react to me.
"Bruno, he was traded in a deal everybody hates.
He might
get a standing 0."
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13-DAY SALE
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
MAY 24, 25 & 26

You've Waited For The Best Price All Year. THIS IS IT!

uI

SALE PRiCE

White
Red
Spinnaker
Blue
White
Red
Sand
Metallic
Dover
Grey Met.

$8711

'7691.70
'7691.70

$8711

$11,788

'8897.40
'8537.75
'9437.15

$11,955

'9854.10

$10,153
$10,400

*

g.Q.L.C2B

LLS.I

SALE PRICE

Sand
White
Red

11,749

'10,992.60
'12,997.72
'12,997.72

14,428
'14,428

Thurs., Fri
Saturday

Miller, Miller Lite
and Miller Draft

10:00 a.m. til 8:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. til 6:00 p.m.

24 12 oz. Loose Cans

'90 EAGLE SUMMITS
re_41.01
Maroon
Rosemist
Medium
Blue Met.

SALE PRICE

uI
'11,120

'9505.49

'11,625

'9934.74

'11,625

'9934.74

Coors
$999

24 12 oz. Loose Cans

'10,017.15

$12,588

'90 EAGLE TALONS
'90 CHEROKEE LAREDOS
OMB
Red

$20,958

Black

$21,109

Red
Spinnaker
Blue
Red
Dover
Grey Met.
Midnight
Blue

$22,726

L1.5.1

DALE PRICE

'17,914.90
'18,043.25
'19,453.20

PRICES
CLEARLY
MARKED
NO HAGGLING

SO.1.411

Lai

SALE PRICE

Red

45,228

*14,299.40

Blue

'19,455

'18,455.60

White

*19,455

*18,455.60

Midnight

24 12 oz. Loose Cans
$22,896

$22,983

'19,597.70
'19,671.65

$23,020

'19,711.45

$23,153

'19,816.15

'90 EAGLE PREMIERS
BACKED
BY
CHRYSLER
7/70
ARRANTY

'90 COMANCHE 4X4 PICKUPS
QQL.413
Black
Hod

MEMORIAL DAY SPECIAL*

*CARLOAD SALE*
* * 'BEER* *

SPECIAL SALE HOURS

'90 COMANCHE PICKUPS
COLOR

'90 WRANGLERS

1115.1

BALE PRICE

'15,504

'12,315.50
'12,547.70

COLOR
Grey Met.
Cherry Met.

Lai

SALE PRICE

17.513

'14,172.45
'16,922.35

'21,256

Keystone
AD

24 12 oz. Ldose Cans

AGE:

$699

49.

Cain's :
EJee31,1P

waft swum iwy iecyowe 4411,416404. alum
tee us OW 11111%.

HYW 641 N., MURRAY

. •I; 1..,
)

•.

12 Miles North of Mayfield On Hwy. 45

753-6448
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Diabetes often causes impotence
11 Peter H. Gott, M.D.

that their vers manliness
diminished Unfortunately. they may be too
embarrassed
seek
medical
to
assistance
I recommend your husband swallow his fears and get honest with the
doctor Many causes of impotence are
treatable - even curable - with
modern medical therapy. Your husband will, I suspect. require the services of a urologist 'because impotence is a complex issue for which a
specialist is usually needed.
One fact is clear The situation is
not likely to improve as long as your
husband tries to -tough it out by refusing to seek help He owes it to himself — and, probably, your marriage
-- to share his concerns with the
doctor.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Impotence - Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their name and address to
PO Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you tell me
about lichen striatus? I'm a healthy
31-year-old who developed a bluepurple line from the inside of my an-

DEAR DR GOTT. My 41-year-old
husband is a diabetic His physician
placed him on DiaBeta and after
three months discontinued the medication since has blood sugar level was
normal Now my husband can't attain
a firm erection, and he refuses to discuss the situation with his doctor
Where do we go from here'
DEAR READER Diabetes.is one of
the most common causes of impotence, regardless of whether the disease is controlled by diet or requires
Medicine, such as pills or insulin Diabetes is associated with premature
arteriosclerosis, progressive arterial
narrowing due to the accumulation of
plaque, which -- like rust in an iron
pipe — plugs blood vessels
Because erections depend on a freeflow of blood into the penis. arteriosclerosis often causes sexual malfunction when this supply of blood is
reduced by plaque.
Aside from the purely physical consequences of impotence. the affliction
may cause severe psychological trauma. too. Impotent men are frequently
ashamed; they quite naturally believe

kle up to the pelvic area. My doctor
says it will go away in about a year
The skin cells feel like they are electrically charged
DEAR READER Lichen striatus is
an unusual, puzzling and harmless
skin ailment that is more common in
children The condition is characterized by an itchy, red, raised line in the
skin, which begins as discrete bumps
that later coalesce to form a line,
commonly located on 'he arms or
legs The cause is unknown
The rash typically disappears within weeks, although some cases may
take a year or more. There is no
treatment.
© MO NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Second annual Civil War history
weekend set for June 2-3 in Paducah
PADUCAH, KY — The Paducah
area members of the -3rd Kentucky
Confederate Infantry will present to
the public on June 2 and 3, a Living History Encampment on the
Noble Park grounds adjacent to the
Jaycee Civic Center on Park
Avenue, to coincide with the Second Annual Civil War Show &
Sale. The show will feature Civil
War exhibits of dug, relics, buttons, bullets, weapons, memorabilia, books and documents from over
50 dealers and collectors from all
over the U.S.
The Civil War Show and Sale is
open to the public on Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. and on Sunday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Admission is $3 for adults. Si for children. A concession area will also be
open for show participants and the
general public.
Among the collection of rare

Confederate artifacts will be a collection of rare belt plates exhibited
by Jerry Hayes of Memphis, Tenn.
Another unique exhibit engaged
for the show will be middle Tennessee's largest private collection
of U.S. and C.S. calvary and officer spurs. This rare collection of
over 200 museum quality specimens will be exhibited by Sanford
Potts of Columbia, Tenn.
Only recently has Paul Gibson's
collection of original authentic
Civil War newspapers been available for public viewing. Carefully
preserved for over 100 years, this
large collection of firsthand
documentation is very rare.
During the show hours at the
Civic Center, Civil War re-enactors
will perform specific living history
educational demonstrations. A
schedule of events both Saturday

and Sunday include: Company
Mail Call, 11 a.m.; Rapid Fire
Target Practice with the Enfield
Rifle, 1 p.m.; Funeral Service and
Burial of a Fallen Comrade, 2:30
p.m.; Camp Inspection of Troops
followed by Close order Small
Arms Demonstration, 3:30 p.m.;
and Learning your ABC's — An
Effort to Educate the Troops, 4:30
p.m. (Saturday only).
Tour groups are welcome at the
show with special_rates available
for scout troops, public school
groups and historical organizations.
Admission is also free to reenactors who attend the show in
period uniforms.
For further information about the
show, living history re-enactment
or group tours, contact Gene Byrd,
208 Lake Street, Fulton, Ky 42041,
or call (502) 472-1101.

Administration raises estimate for S&L bailout cost
and wonder why the government
isn't doing more to prosecute the
high-flyers who created the mess in
the first place.
The administration also left
unanswered how to pay for the
higher bailout cost, leaving that
question for the current round of
budget negotiations. Congressional
and administration budget-writers
are looking for ways to reduce next
year's federal deficit to the $64 billion required by the Gramm-

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economies Writer

WASHINGTON — The Bush
administration is winning praise for
finally issuing a realistic assessment of how much it will cost to
clean up the savings and loan
industry — already the largest government bailout in history.
But some Democratic critics are
questioning why it took so long to
come up with an accurate figure

Rudman deficit reduction law.
Responding to demands for better figures on the S&L issue, the
administration on Wednesday
released a new estimate that the
government will need to borrow
between $90 billion and $130 billion to clean up the S&L mess.
The exploding costs of the S&L
bailout were one of the principal
reasons the administration was
forced to call for the budget negotiations in the first place.
•

Secretary signed lease papers
governor.
The Courier-Journal reported last
week that McAnclly and Tasker,
with partners, were low bidders for
contracts to rent space to Cabinet
for Human Resources agencies in
Liberty, their hometown and that of
the governor.
Wilkinson said he believed highranking - state officials should
refrain from doing business with
the state. He also said he was unaware of the McAnelly and Tasker
contracts.
But, "those leases are legal.
Nothing out of the ... ordinary has
transpired," Wilkinson said.
McChesney "has the authority,
after she makes a determination
that all of the proper and authorized signatures are on those documents, to sign them."
Wilkinson declined to say
whether he would have signed the
findings himself. "The point is

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson says his personal secretary signed his name to
papers enabling two of his aides to
lease buildings to a state agency.
But the secretary, Beverly
McChesney, technically did not
exceed her authority and the leases
are — perfectly legal," Wilkinson
said Wednesday in a news
conference.
• Wilkinson's chief of staff, David
McAnelly, has won three state
leases and Ann Tasker, who handles state and local relations in the
governor's office, has received one
state lease.
Under Kentucky law, the
Finance Cabinet must make a formal finding that a lease awarded to
a state official was not obtained
through improper influence. The
finding must be signed by the
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there was nothing improper about
those leases. There is nothing illegal about those leases," he said.
"The only mistake made in any
of this was that I ought to have
been informed of the fact that one
of those leases dealt with David
McAnelly," Wilkinson said. "I
should have been informed of the
fact that a document was signed by
Beverly that concerned someone in
my office.
"That was a mistake ... and it
won't happen again."
McChesney routinely affixes the
governor's signature, by machine
or by hand, on papers involving
"ordinary state business," Wilkinson said. "She has maybe as many
as 300 of those a day."
Wilkinson said he did not know
how many state employees hold
state leases.
There are at least "three or
four" executive-branch appointees
and "two or three members of _the
General Assembly," he said.
"In most instances, those lease's
have been full force and effect for
a number of years," Wilkinson
said.

The revised estimate marked the
first time the administration acknowledged that the $50 billion in
borrowing authority included in
last year's massive S&L bailout
bill would not be enough.
Private analysts who follow the
S&L industry generally agreed
with the new figure, although it
omits interest costs from the equation. When borrowing costs are
added, the ultimate price of the
bailout over 40 years is likely to
top $300 billion.
"The administration is to be
commended for producing much
more realistic and candid numbers
than they did 15 months ago," said
Bert Ely, an Alexandria, Va., savings and loan analyst.
Treasury Secretary Nicholas
Brady, who presented the administration's new assessment,
blamed 90 percent of the higher
cost on a depressed real estate
market, where S&Ls have most of
their loans.
"We are dealing with a moving
target, made greatly more expensive by a weakening real estate
market and constantly changing
economic conditions," Brady said.
However, Robert Litan of the
Brookings Institution discounted
Brady's explanation, contending,
"The fact is they made a mistake.
They low-balled it."
Some Democratic critics contended the new estimate showed
that the administration was not
moving quickly enough to close
sick S&Ls.
Rep. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y.,
warned that without prompt action
"the crisis will get worse."
But Rep. Jim Leach, R-lowa,
called the new estimate "an
enormous step toward a reflection
of greater reality. ... For the first
time, we have a government statis-
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tic that I believe has certain credibility to it."
Rep. Byron Dorgan, D-N.D.,
faulted the administration for not
doing enough to prosecute S&L
operators who squandered depositors' funds through fraudulent loan
practices.
"Why ask the taxpayer to ante
up more money when we see no
action to put the people who stole
us blind in jail?" he asked.
In an effort to respond to criticism that criminal prosecutions have
lagged, Timothy Ryan, the new
head of the Office of Thrift Supervision, told reporters Wednesday
that financial regulators were working to get the worst criminal cases
forwarded to prosecutors, sending
20 cases to the Justice Department
in recent weeks with another 100
cases being prepared.
Ryan also supplied an updated
assessment of the health of the
remaining 2,502 savings and loans.
He said that 51 percent of the
industry, 1,267 S&Ls, were wellcapitalized and profitable and
another 621 institutions, 25 percent, are close to meeting the government's capital requirements.
But at the ether end of the spectrum, 299 institutions are in significant financial difficulty and likely
to fail. These institutions are concentrated in California, Texas,

Coca-Cola looking to boost
sale of new `MagiCans'
ATLANTA (AP) — The CocaCola Co.'s "MagiCan" promotion
has left a bad taste in some consumers' mouths, so the soft drink
maker ran full-page newspaper
advertisements Wednesday to boost
the $100 million campaign.
I Ads in many of the nation's
large newspapers told customers to
"Take A Good Look" at their cans
of Coca-Cola Classic. Randomly
chosen cans of Coke, without any
special markings, contain no cola
and are equipped with a mechanism
that is designed to eject a prize
when the can is opened.
But Coke officials said "a very
small number" of the cans are
defective, failing to pop the prize.
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Some also are leaking the chlorinated water that is used to make
the unopened prize cans feel like
regular Cokes.
Randy Donaldson, a spokesman
for Coca-Cola, said the company
has received 22 complaints since
the promotion began May 7. He
stressed that the water in the prize
cans, though it tastes bad, is
harmless.
The quick damage-control initiative recalled the company's nowlegendary marketing blunder when
it retired, and later reintroduced,
the classic formula of its flagship
drink, Coca-Cola.
The ads explain how the MagiCans work, warn consumers
against drinking the water and
include a toll-free telephone number to report bad cans.
Coke is distributing a quartermillion of the prize cans in its summer promotion. Prizes include cash
— up to $200 — and certificates
good for such things as tickets to
theme parks and sporting events.
Donaldson said the mechanical
problem has been corrected and
prize cans shipped beginning this
week should have no problems.
Advertisements were run in
newspapers in 50 cities, he said.
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Florida, Louisiana, Illinois, Ohio
and New Jersey, Ryan said.
In addition, another 315 S&Ls
are borderline cases with low earnings and low operating capital.
Industry officials have estimated
that about half of this borderline
group could eventually fail, bringing total S&L failures to 880. That
number includes 423 institutions
that have already failed.
The administration, in its new
cost estimate, put total expected
failures at between 722 and over
1,000.
On the broader .issue of the deficit, White Hous'e budget chief
Richard Darman argued Wednesday with Senate Democrats who
complained the administration
needs to explain the magnitude of
that problem publicly.
Darman told lawmakers on the
Senate Appropriations Treasury
subcommittee that those insisting
that Bush describe the problem to
the public "are not giving people
enough credit"
Darman said Wednesday that he
believes Americans know the government's total debt is $3 trillion
and that the red ink is fiscally
unhealthy.
"I don't think personally that the
public needs to be told that's undesirable," Darman said. "But at that
point, I'll defer to the politicians."
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Chess king Rachels to be instructor at MSU

- ..ia

Murray Police Officer Melodic Jones recently attended a ceremony
held in Frankfort to honor police officers in the state w ,lo have been
killed in the line of duty. Above, Lt. Gov. Brercion Jones speaks to
the audience. Pictured below is the Fraternal Order of Police memorial wreath and map of officers killed.

"Lew

Republicans' study
reveals tax on wealthy
would hurt taxpayers
WASHINGTON (AP) — Raising
taxes on the richest Americans
would mean less take-home pay for
the average taxpayer, a study prepared for House Republicans concluded today.
The House Republican Research
Committee released the study as
part of a campaign to have President Bush stick by his pledge to
oppose any tax increase for deficit
reduction.
The Institute for Policy Innovation, a Lewisville, Texas, research
organization, analyzed a proposal
to raise to 33 percent the 28 percent top income-tax rate on the
600,000 wealthiest Americans.
Such an increase is advocated by
many Democrats in Congress.
"Those who hope to redistribute
income to the poor by increasing
tax progressivity may actually
harm intended beneficiaries," the

institute concluded. "In this case,
average taxpayers end up worse off
by over $500.
"In a complex, integrated economy any narrowly directed tax
rapidly becomes a tax on everyone," the study said.
According to the analysis, raising the top tax rate on the very rich
would slow the economy, reduce
investment and, over the next
decade, cost 377,000 jobs that
otherwise would be created. That
would result in a reduction of aftertax income that, if spread among
all tOxpayers at all levels, would
cost $534 a year on the average.
The study said that by the year
2000, the tax increase would result
in a $435-a-year loss of after-tax
income for a taxpayer making
between $30,000 and $45,000, and
$123,864 for one making over
$750,000.

Stuart Rachels, the 1989 U.S.
chess champion and international
chessmastez who formerly held the
record of youngest chessmaster in
U.S. Chess Federation history, will
be an instructor in the Summer
Youth Program chess camp at Murray State University June 10-15.
Now a junior at Emory University, Rachels went undefeated•to win
the U.S. championship in December at age 20 and become one of
the youngest national champions in
history. He qualified for the title of
national master at age 11.
He will join head instructor Dale

V

Flickenger of Memphis and Dr. to experi
Wayne Bell, director, for the camp,
"It isn't just the formal instrucwhich is open to chess players at tion that's
helpful," he explained.
all ability levels from kindergarten "Intera
cting informally with experthrough high school.
ienced, successful chess players
The camp features small classes
like Rachels and having the benefit
and opportunity for individual
of their critiques and the explanainteraction by campers with
tion of their play can improve the
Rachels and six other instructors. chess
play of anyone."
Response to the camp has been
Rachels, the 1982 U.S. junior
good and only about 10 spaces open chess
champion, is one of the
remain to be filled, according to
first national champions to come
Bell.
up through the modern scholastic
He added that the camp format chess
ranks. Bell said that progreshas proved to be valuable and stision enables Rachels to relate very
mulating for players from beginner
well to aspiring young chess

Fungus spotted in three Kentucky counties
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A ruthless tree disease that some scientists believe will eventually spell
doom for the wild dogwood population has been spotted in three
Kentucky counties.
Dogwood anthracnose, a fungus,
has been seen in forests in Carter
and Rowan counties — including
trees in Daniel Boone National
Forest — and on a farm in Madison
County, said University of Kentucky plant patholoaist John
Hartman.
By June, Harunan said, a lot
more people will begin seeing diseased trees.
He said there's probably not a
great deal of danger in subdivisions, "except for those who go
out and transplant a tree from
woods to the yard. I think most
people in home landscapes, especially those where it's not heavily
shaded, will find their dogwoods
do not get the disease."
Some foresters compare dogwood anthracnose to dutch elm disease, which once virtually wiped
out the American elm population.
However, UK horticulture professor Bill Fountain says people
who make such comparisons are
overreacting. "It's not going to be
like Sherman's march to the sea,"
he said.
The disease shows up u tan
spots on the white leaves at the
base of the flowers.
Tan spots with° dark rims will
appear on the leaves and spread
until the leaves wilt and die. The
disease works its way up from the
bottom of the tree and kills low
branches on mature dogwoods.
Fountain said tests were conducted last week on tissue from
two trees in Fayette County to
determine whether the disease had
arrived. The tests were
inconclusive.
Among preventive steps Fountain outlined was planting dogwoods in low acid soil in an open
spot where the wind and sun can
keep it dry. He also recommends
pruning dead branches and destroy
them and do not leave them lying
near the tree.
The spread of the fungus southeast — roughly along the Appalac-

hian and Great Smoky Mountains
— has taken it into the heart of
dogwood country. Kentucky and
Tennessee are the top two states for

em United States and the West
Coast, probably was among the top
five selling _trees and shrubs in
Kentucky.

...And Purdom's is some
kind of store! Stop and
see for yourself. We've
got the lowest prices in
the area!!!
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FREE

'1 59

Wieners or Dinner Franks

producing dogwoods sold in nurseries, Fountain said.
He said the dogwood, a native to
much of the Eastern and Southeast-
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Field's Finest
Field Features Of The Week
Field's Finest 1 Lb.

players.
The camp is designed as either a
residential or commuter experience,
with rooms in campus residence
halls and meal tickets available.
Limited space is also available for
adult supervisors or parents who
accompany young campers.
For additional information or to
register, interested persons may
call Karen Guthrie, coordinator of
the Community Education Program, at 762-4150 or
1-800-669-7654 (from outside Calloway County).
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Bag Of Ice

Cans
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Golden Flake
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Baked Ham
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Sausage
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Wilkinson appoints Sandra Gubser as head
of new Cabinet for Workforce Development
and taxes bill passed this year by
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
the General Assembly.
Sandra Gubser, an aide and policy
She previously was Wilkinson's
analyst for Kentucky governors
deputy secretary for education and
since 1977, will head the new
humanities and is a former associCabinet for Workforce Developate director of the Governor's
ment, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
Office for Policy and Management.
said.
Wilkinson said Gubser would
Also on Wednesday, the goverassume
her new role July 13, the
nor named a woman to direct the
effective date of legislation creatstate Department of Insurance and
announced the resignation of his ing the new L:a'oinei. All agencies
dealing with adult and vocational
top appointee, Secretary of the
"education
will be merged into it.
Cabinet Richard "Srnitty" Taylor.
Gubser is a graduate of Northern
Gubser, 40, of Lexington, has
Kentucky University, the Universibeen Wilkinson's special assistant
ty of Pittsburgh and the John F.
for education and governmental
Kennedy School of Government at
issues. She was one of Wilkinson's
Harvard.
appointees to a task force that
Elizabeth Wright was appointed
designed the omnibus education
commissioner of the Department of

Insurance — the first woman to
hold the post. Wright, 52, of Lexington, has been acting commissioner for three months and previously was deputy commissioner.
She succeeds Leroy Morgan,
who resigned for health reasons.
Wright attended Berea College
and graduated from the University
of Minnesota. She holds a master's
degree from Marshall University
and a law degree from the University of Kentucky.
Taylor, of Owensboro, said he
was returning to the law practice he
left to head Wilkinson's Cabinet in
1987. He said he will open a
Frankfort branch of his firm —
Taylor, Meyer and Hutchinson.

Federal agency plans to conduct internal review
of its inspections at western Kentucky Pyro mine
WHEATCROFT, Ky. (AP) —
The federal Mine Safety and
Health Administration will conduct
an internal review of its inspections
at a western Kentucky mine where
10 workers died in an explosion
last fall.
MSHA spokeswoman Kathy
Snyder said the review was
intended to determine "whether
there are any lessons to be learned
or changes that need to be made"
within MSHA.
The internal review was
announced Tuesday, a week after
Congress set an oversight hearing
for July intended to review

MSHA's investigation into the
Sept. 13 explosion.
Ms. Snyder declined to elaborate
on the nature or the extent of the
internal review.
MSHA Assistant Secretary William Tattersall told a congressional
subcommittee last month that he
had reviewed the actions of his
inspectors present at Pyro Mining
Co.'s William Station mine prior to
the explosion and found no appa—
rent problems.
Tattersall told the House Subcommittee on Health and Safety
that he concluded that "most
things done prior to the disaster

were done in accordance with prescribed procedures."
MSHA has been sharply criticized for failing to address concerns about its inspection efforts
prior to the explosion.
MSHA inspectors had been at
the mine the day of the explosion,
and had inspected the underground
mine near Wheatcroft almost daily.
MSHA released results of its
investigation into the explosion
earlier this month and placed sole
blame on Pyro management, accusing the company of operating the
mine with a faulty ventilation system and monitoring practices.

AFL-CIO planning Health Care campaign
Lech Walesa for its "Union Yes"
TV blitz aimed at improving the
image of U.S. unions.
Kirkland said the new round of
TV campaigns, which will run this
fall, will be designed to build support among Americans for national
health care legislation.
Labor wants to "spread the net
of support as wide as we can,"
Kirkland said, including soliciting
business' help.
"To those who believe this crisis
doesn't affect them, we say you are
wrong. ... If you think it's only
your neighbor's problem, just wait
until tomorrow," Kirkland said.
In the past, the AFL-CIO has
backed legislation to require private employers to provide private
health insurance to workers.
However, at the federation's
executive council meeting in
February, labor leaders didn't back
a specific proposal and instead said

By KAREN BALL
AP Labor Writ.,

WASHINGTON — The AFLCIO will launch a S4 million television campaign in an effort to rally support for a national health care
program, union president Lane
Kirkland said Wednesday.
The 14.2 million-member federation also plans to hold summer
hearings around the country to
explore options for containing
health care costs that have been rising by 20 percent a year, Kirkland
said.
Americans who have health
insuralice are paying for the 37
million Americans who are uninsured because their employers are
"freeloading on the rest of us,"
Kirkland said. Another 50 million
Americans have inadequate insurance, he said.
"The AFL-CIO intends to
expose the, dimension of the
nation's health care crisis for the
rest of 1990 and as far into the
future as it takes to get a solution
through Congress," Kirkland said
at a news conference.
Last year, organized labor
enlisted Polish Solidarity leader

LeRoi Princeton to buy
company to boost sales
from ailing Munsingwear
PRINCETON, Ky.(AP) — Managers of a western Kentucky clothing manufacturer have offered to
buy the company from its financially ailing parent in an effort to
improve profits, officials said.
Munsingwear Inc. announced
last week it will sell its LeRoi and
Munsingwear Canada divisions
because the company has steadily
lost money since it expanded into
new clothing lines.
LeRoi Princeton, Caldwell County's largest employer with about
450 workers at its mill here, would
be able to operate with more funding if the managers can buy the
company, division President Paul
Haskell said.
"Whatever impact occurs will be

Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call Cs Anytime

759-4685
Former Operator
for Rex Camp Backhoe

.
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Paying too much for
Auto Insurance?
KJ*
Our Rates...
753-0489
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favorable, largely due to the fact
we've had to operate under very
limited funding from Munsingwear
because of its poor financial condition," Haskell said. "Literally anything that happens will be an
improvement."
New owners and new capital
should equal new markets for LeRoi's designer children's clothing,
Haskell said.
Sale negotiations have not yet
begun and although Munsingwear
has said it would like the transactions completed in 90 days, it could
be some time before they are
complete.
"Remember there are many
steps that have to be taken,"
Haskell said Tuesday. "We are far
from owning the company. It's our
dream, our desire. But at this stage
we have not even begun
negotiations."
Haskell would not say how much
the offer was for, but Munsingwear
paid $18.8 million for the operation
in December 1986.

Hog market

ROSS INSURANCE '
-4 ..4----6th & Main

they were committed to finding a
solution as long as it was fair,
affordable and provided access for
all Ameicans.
"We are in a negotiating
mode," Kirkland said.
On another matter, Kirkland said
a special panel studying whether
labor should take a stand on abortion expected to have a recommendation by August.
The president of Planned Parenthood and a high-ranking official of
the Roman Catholic Church will
meet with labor leaders in July,
Kirkland said.
Women union members have
been pressing the AFL-CIO —
traditionally led by older men — to
back abortion rights for women.
Anti-abortion groups have urged
the federation to stay out of the
controversy, saying a pro-choice
stand would cost the AFL-CIO
membership.
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OBITUARIES
Jimmie Dale
Robertson
Jimmie Dale Robertson, 49,
Bowling Green, formerly of Murray, died today at 5:30 a.m. at his
home. His death was from an apparent heart attack.
He was the son of Mrs. Estelle
Robertson and the late Euel D.
Robertson of Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Frances Matheson Robertson, one
daughter, Miss Angela Robertson,
and one son, Michael Dale Robertson, Bowling Green; his mother,
Mrs. Estelle Robertson, Murray.
Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Patsy -Ann Gaecano, Dallas,
Texas, Mrs. Lois N. Elkins, .Murray, Mrs. Fayelcne Holley, Chickasaw, Ala., and Mrs. Kayelene Russell, Bowling Green; three brothers,
Herchell W. Robertson, Rt. 2, Murray, John D. Robertson, Louisville,
and Gary D. Robertson,
Hopkinsville.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Thelma
Jo Green
Mrs. Thelma Jo Green, 78, Rt. 1,
Benton, died Wednesday at 3:35
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of New Zion
Baptist Church in Marshall County.
Mrs. Green is survived by her
husband, Dallas Green; one sister,
Mrs. Emma Lou Nelson, and one
brother, Victor Seaford, Benton;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
Officiating will be the Rev. C.C.
Brasher and the Rev. Mike Littrell.
Burial will follow in New Zion
Cemetery.
-Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
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By VIVIAN MARINO
AP Business Writer

NEW YORK — Gold prices
plunged worldwide Wednesday,
reaching a seven-month low in
domestic trading, as reports of
heavy Mideast selling brought chaos to the morning fixing session in
London and triggered a sympathetic selloff in the United States.
The dollar, meanwhile, ended
mixed against major foreign currencies after falling slightly
overseas.
On the Commodity Exchange in
New York, gold tumbled $11.50 to
settle at $364.10 a troy ounce, after
losing about $11 an ounce in Europe. Gold had been as low as $360
an ounce on the exchange before
rebounding somewhat.
Republic National Bank in New
York quoted a late bid for gold at
$363.95 an ounce, down $10.55
from late Tuesday.
The last time gold was near the

McConnell sure
state will retain
control of lake
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell said Wednesday he has received assurance
that a 1987 agreement between a
federal agency and Tennessee giving the state control over the water
level in Reelfoot Lake would be
rescinded.
Control of the lake's water level
will remain with the federal Fish
and Wildlife Service, McConnell
said in a news release.
McConnell, R-Ky., requested
that the order be rescinded during a
recent meeting with Connie Harriman, assistant secretary for the
Fish and Wildlife Service.
Reelfoot spans the KentuckyTennessee border.
"Any agreement giving Tennessee unilateral control over the
water level without consultation
with Kentuckians is completely
unacceptable to me," McConnell
said.
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Mrs. Edith Turner Sanchez, 39,
New Concord, died Wednesday at
7:08 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. Her death followed an
extended illness.
She was a member of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 19, 1950, at Mt. Olive,
Ill., she was the daughter of James
A. Turner and Willie E. Melton
Turner. One brother, James Turner
Jr., preceded her in death.
Mrs. Sanchez is survived by her
husband, Jose Louis Sanchez, Dallas, Texas; two daughters, Angelea
Maria Sanchez and Tina Michelle
Sanchez, and three sons, James
Francisco Sanchez, Louis Sanchez
Jr., and Jose Felipe Sanchez, all of
New Concord.
Also surviving are her father,
James A. Turner, Rt. 5, Murray,
and mother, Mrs. Willie E. Turner,

Alvin Lee Tull
Alvin Lee Tull, 79, of Southampton, Pa., formerly of Kirksey
community of Calloway County,
died Wednesday at Warminster
General Hospital, Warminster, Pa.
Mr. Tull was employed for 37
years with Southeast Pennsylvania
Transit Authority.
Born Sept. 30, 1910, in Marion
Station, Md., he was the son of the
late Henry L. Tull and Ethel Croswell Tull.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Marjorie L. Long Tull; four
daughters, Mrs. Marilyn Rule,
Kirksey, Mrs. Susanne Tempesta,
Furlong, Pa., Mrs. Betty Kunkel,
Southhampton, and Mrs. Peggy
Dagers, Gouldsboro, Pa.; 12 grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Schneider Funeral Home, 431
North York Rd., Hatboro, Pa.
19040.
Burial will follow in Hillside
Cemetery in Roslyn, Pa._

Gold prices hit 7-month low

1*
11
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Mrs. Edith Turner Sanchez

t

$364 level was in October, according to William O'Neill, research
director at Elders Futures Inc.
Market watchers said gold's nose
dive was triggered by one huge sell
order from Jidda, Saudi Arabia.
They said between 10 tons and 30
tons of gold was believed to have
been sold, with some speculating
that the proceeds may be earmarked for arms purchases from
Britian.
That same Saudi seller also is
believed to have been responsible
for a similar sharp drop in gold
prices two months ago, according
to analysts and traders.
Bernard Savaiko, a senior metals
analyst for PaineWebber Inc., said
gold had been overbought in recent
weeks, though, and traders were
preparing for a "correction" of
sorts.
"Because of the lack of buyers,
the large sell order had a profound
impact on gold prices," Savaiko
said.
The Saudi sale resulted in an
order imbalance in Europe and ultimately brought chaos to the morning London fixing session. The five
leading London dealers that set the
fixing spent a near-record 2%
hours trying to set a price after
having trouble matching demand
and supply. The fixing was finally
set at $363.25 a troy ounce.
The fixing, often used as a
guideline for traders, is an average
price calculated twice a day based
on market demand.
"Nobody had a chance to get out
of positions," during the fixing,
said a Zurich dealer. "And no business was possible."
Dealers said market sentiment
was that gold eventually had to fall
back after approaching the
$378-an-ounce level. But as one
dealer in Zurich explained, "This
decline wasn't predictable."
Trading was more subdued in
foreign exchange. Activity was
diminishing with the approach of
Thursday's Ascension Day holiday
in continental Europe and Monday's Memorial Day Holiday in the
United States. Monday also is a
public holiday in Britain.

West View Nursing Home; three
sisters, Mrs. George (Marie) Flintbosky, New Athens, Ohio, Mrs.
Alton (Viro) Collins, Rt. 5, Murray, and Miss Hope Turner, Rt. 3,
Murray; three brothers, Thomas
Turner and wife, Mary, Murray,
Phillip Turner, Pascagoula, Miss.,
and Virgil Turner, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy will officiate.
Burial will follow in Stewart
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
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Bishop
Funeral arrangements for Joshua
Brandon Bishop remain incomplete. Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge.
The infant son died Monday at
7:19 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Bishop, and
two brothers, Michael Bishop and
Jonathan Bishop, New Concord;
grandparents, Ray and Sally Rumfelt of Murray and Bobby Joe Rowlett of Smyra, Tenn.
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Charles Johns&
(Bear) Williams
Funeral rites for Charles Johnson
(Bear) Williams will be today at
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Lcamon Blalock and James Shockley will officiate.
Burial will follow in Clarks River Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Williams, 71, Rt. 3, Mayfield, died Tuesday at his home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Nell Rhew Williams; one sister,
Mrs. Comfort Motheral, _Mayfield;
one niece, Mrs. Loretta Daigle,
Riverview, Mich.; one nephew,
Jimmy Williams, Murray.
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Giving Child Sips of Beer Is
Habit to Be Nipped in the Bud
doubt,"but I did hear from halfa
dozen sharp-eyed readers.
Thanks to the others who wrote
— two from New York,one from
Florida and three from Nevada!
* ••

DEAR ABBY: As the end of the
school year draws near again, please
remind high school graduates not to
send graduation announcements to

their teachers.
My huaband has been a teacher
for 26 years, and every year we are
swamped with graduation invitations.Thesame istruefor weddings,
baby showers andbridal'showers.
DEAR CONCERNED: I hope
Some even write,"I was in your
he believes me when I say — un- class when I was in 9th grade" or,"I
equivocally — that giving a child am So-and-So's daughter."
sips of beer and wine is child
Abby, even sending a card of
abuse,whether there is a history congratulations can be too expenof alcoholism in the family or sive for our budget, and time-connot.
suming as well. We send gifts and
cards to those we feel close to —
whether they send announcements
or not.Ifgraduates,brides-to-be and
DEAR ABBY:Regarding your ad- expectant mothers would realize how
vice to "Sad," who had strong suspi- many students their teachers have
cions that her pusted friend was had during their teaching careers,it
stealing from her, add this to the would be a big favor to the teachers.
thousands of letters you'll receive Please print this.
from lawyers throughout the counNO NAME OR
try.- Our judicial system requires
TOWN,PLEASE
jurors to be convinced beyond a reasonable 'doubt, not a "shadow of a
DEAR NO NAME:You make a
doubt," as you stated. It is unlikely good point. Well-meaning stuthat any ofour overworked prosecu- dents, please take notice.
tors would even attempt to overcome
the burden of"shadow of a doubt,"
coupled with a plea of"not guilty."
•••
Further, since it was painfully
obvious that"Sad's"friend wasstealingfrom her,thefriendshipcan never
he the same,as she will always have What
teen-agers need to know about sex,
a reasonable doubt as to his honesty. drugs, AIDS and
getting along with their
ROYCE GUINN,ATTORNEY peers and parents is now in
Abby's
AT LAW,CLEVELAND updated,expanded booklet,"What Every

• IN5TEADOP-r7OINE, TO
SUMMER CAMP, I'VE DECIDED
TO STAY HOME AND WORK
ON Alf STAMP COLLECTION..

Teen Should Know."To order,iend alto',
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95($4.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.
(Postage is included.)
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Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 4 Dr
Loaded S27322 mir
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mc Closed End Lease
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Home Cooking
Plate Lunches
Ilickory Smoked Bar-R-Q
Pond Raised Cadish
• Catering StIbiefl •

The One...
The Only...

ARABIAN Horse and Tack
Sale, Saturday May 26,
9a m Kentucky Horse
Center, Lexington, Kentucky. Something for
Everyone.
Call
1-800-346-5782
GLASS Replacement for
home, auto, and business
Repair storm windows and
screens. Repair corners
and latches, replace glass
in patio doors, repair rollers, also mirrors, and glass
table tops cut to size. Mirror
frames and picture frames
M&G Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180.

10BEISON'S
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each
Catfish Fingerlings
4.-5.

25' Each
Hybrid Stripped Bass
Available In June

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe

McGee
Chemical
Company

'bac local clam woos'

60" to 70" Tail.
Will move it.

Has all the chemicals
and equipment for
total
do-it-yourself
pest control.

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

641 North
753-3914

DOC'S Cafe Bar & Grill.
New juke box, new dance
floor, video games, pool
room Happy Hour 8-9pm,
open 3-midnight Tues-Sat.
LADIES WELCOME!Available for parties Doc's Cafe
Hwy 69N. Cottage Grove,

YOU WANT ITI'VE GOT IT!
The worlds first
renewable color Color Release
Long Wearing
Lipstick by Avon
Its patent pending
Call 753-1915
or 753-0232

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

Does anyone
have an April
1989 edition of

"Colonial Homes"
magazine?
Mine was borrowed
and never returned.
If you do, and are
willing to sell it or loan
it for a short time,
please call Marilyn at

Please apply at

I

753-3114
ASAP
Leave Message

or Call
After 4:00 p.m.

Mirrray Ledger &

THE FAR SIDE

A Wondedul Family Experience Australian, European, Scandinavian, Japanese High School Exchange Student Arriving in
August. Become a Host
Family/American Intercultural Student Exchange
Cal 1-800-SIBLING.

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

413 Small 413 79341110

BAD Credit? Learn exactly
how to fix your credit report
- get loans - credit cards,
etc. Amazing recorded
message reveals details
305-770-5307

$7.50

(502)489-2495
Order by June 7

(

VIDEO DATING: Paducah,
Murray, Benton, Mayfield...
Confidential... For complete details send S.A.S.E
to P.V S. PO Box 1911,
Murray, Ky. 42071_

Available Tiara Age SI.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for cord-malign,
Nursing Home Insurance is TOM important
than ever. For free Information

Tripled Grass Carp
11-14'

Coldwater
Fish Farms

imam ilm.4I•1 II a*1.4 pa.

ANN'S Country Kitchen,
Hazel, Ky. needs a ful time
day waitress, day cook and
night aook, dishwasher
(days and nights). NI positions available immediately Apply at Ann's Country Kitchen or call
492-8196

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

SPAS & pools. Leading deluxe spa & pool manufacturer urgently needs 15
qualified homeowners to install 6 person spa and/or
pool for $1990 Also, 7 vinyl
replacement windows for
$11.50. 800-526-7359.
I'M glad you made it and will
always be your friend. See
ya, Scooter Tex-Dennis

Mattress
Close-Out
Sale

Times

Sealy, queen, full &
twin sizes - mostly
queen left. Twin S69
each piece Sets only.

By GARY LARSON

Woodcrafters
Galleries

(

YOU DON'T NAVE A
STAMP COLLECTION

759-4522
02;
Personal
$5,000 GOLD Card Guaranteed! No credit chedi No
deposit! Cash advances!
Also easy VISNMC, no deposit! Free call.
1(800)234-6741, anytime.

5-2.

NANCY
NOvi I KNOW Vi
KO6 ALWAL(6 HAVE
ADULT; VOA TAM IN
EiROCER4 ;TORE_

050
;UPERvi;ION

Lad
, And Feusd
LOST in vicinity of McDonalds. A very large dark
brown, long-haired Siamese male cat. Answers to
name 'Phoenix. He is also
very shy and a little reHelpful hints for the jungle traveler: Never drag your tarded
Reward offered as
hand in piranha-infested waters.
a child's pet 753-4828 after
4Pm

ytb
j
akita
oe.
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GARFIELD
WE PACK OP
OUR ME/r1ORiE6..

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ANC) DIP FAREWELL TO OOR FIRST
ANNUAL CHEESE FESTIVAL

ACROSS
1 Rule
6 Armed
Forces
vehicles
11 Concurs
13 Unmarried
14 "—
Belvedere"
15 Sparkle
17 Paid notice
18 Vigor:
colloq.
20 Slow-moving
animal
21 Greek fetter
22 Pierce
24 Part of RSVP
25 Anna —
26 Pack away
28 South
American
animals
30 Frog
32 Slender
33 Kinds of
fabric
35 Landed

BEETLE BAILEY.

BLONDIE
isioROS
KNO•vs 1-4E nikoqe

7••••E '40FM
vA6uAeL.E

)

37 Rocky hills
38 "Beverly
Hills —"
40 Baseball's
Slaughter
42 Hostelry
43 Divided
Asian
country
45 Period of
time
46 Printer's
measure
47 Buys back
49 Math term
50 Cooking
instructions
52 Sponsor
54 European
ermine
55 Vital organ
DOWN

2

3

4

S

II
5U_61

14

18 519

20

225523

26

27
30

X,(g

33
37
42U5
46
ill
50
54

roeRow 12 v5 1
7b,

51

43

Answer to Previous Puzzle
'RUES
GLAD
RES
ATTU
GIOPE
EGO
EAGUE
TA
TAN
GNAW
LEADS
INSERTED
MI
MOOSO
TIN
LET
AS
TSP
NIP
NO
MET
TOO
BRUTE
RE
Tial BUT ES
STEAK
BOLD

AIM
PRO
SER

EA
TEETER
IMO A
NERO
PEAS
TARE

prefix
4 Obtain
5 Broadcast

9 Dinnerware
pieces
10 Automobile
style
6 Actress
12 Joan Collins
Eikenberry
miniseries
7 Opp of WSW
13 Technical
80, -. F. —.H
abilities
16 Metal
6
7
8
9
10
fastener
19 Model
12
13
21 Loosely
woven cotton
17
23 Peasants
25 Allen Fun)
instruction
27 Move from
24
25
side to side
29 - — carte
28529555
31 Decipher
33 Fourteen-line
poem
31
32
34 Painful
36 Lethargy
37 Rows
II
WIEN
39 Sly look
38
39
40
41
41 Susan —
5
James
44
45
43 Retained
44 Oriental
nurse
ill
49• 47 Inlet
48 Fern holy
52
ill
person
51 O'Connor ID
55
53 Sun god

1 Inclined
roadways
2 Long-legged
birds
3 Negative

Ho

1

I REPEAT THE OFEER..G
HALF 'IOLA CATCH TO THE MORI -TAKE iVE
THE
OTHER HALF HOME A-Nr
,
AVER COME f+ACK
•*V.
K.

11

n2n
Notice

DEAR MR. GUINN: I did not
receive"thousands"ofletters advising me that the correct term
was "beyond a reasonable

PAGE

ASSIFIEDS

By Abigail

DEAR ABBY: My son-in-law
thinks it's perfectly all right to give
his 3-year-old son sips of his beer
and wine. He has been doing this for
some time.I am extremely concerned
over this, as the child seems to like
beer and wine, mid there is a history
of alcoholism on both sides of the
family. My daughter has expressed
her disapproval of this, but he pays
no attention to her.
Abby, please comn?ent on this
subject, as my son-in-law is extremely stubborn and nothing my
daughter and I have said changes
his mind. Maybe he will believe you.
CONCERNED GRANDMOTHER

THURSDAY, MAY 24, MI
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PART-TIME office hap
needed for local business.
Send resume to: PO Box
10400 Murray, Ky 42071.
Drivers Wanted
For Dominos Pizza
Must be 18 yrs. of age
or older Proof of insurance
required.
Apply in person.

090

Musa*
Wailed
DISHWASHER, various
hours Including weekends.
Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium DEPENDABLE lawn mowing and trimming.
View Dr. EOE
753-7639.
DRIVE for MOM get more DEPENDABLE
lady will do
miles get home every two office and house
cleaning
weeks get more benefits If Cal 753-8759.
you're good enough to
drive tractoritrailer Over the
road for M S Carriers, GENERAL house and ofyou're good enough to fice cleaning. References
drive the best equipment supplied 753-4897 or
out Mere and bring home 753-6737
more money, more often I am available to stay with
You're good enough to the sick or elderly. Call
earn up to $45,000 a year 753-4590 after 3.30pm
and get more respect from afternoons
the company that puts drrvers first. Get To A Phone IF you need your yard
6 1 5 - 2 4 4 - 1 8 9 2 , mowed, trash hauled off, or
800-231-5209 M.S. Car- any kind of dean up work
riers Delivering Your done, call James Sills at
753-4468
Future
DRIVERS - OTR - Need WILL babysit 753-6519
experienced Van/Flat Driv- WILL do babysitbng in my
ers. 23 years of age. 1 year home. Midway area.
experience verifiable. A4- 753-5889
leage pay plus benefits
Cal 1-803-444-6648.
EXECUTIVE diversion!
Part-time work, full-time
benefits Must like taking
with people. Big money.
Take a look!800-726-1396.

BE Your Own Boss. National manufacturer needs
local person to service
100% natural juice route
Best one-man business
ever. No selling. No overhead. Must have $14,400
secured 100% by inventory. $55,000 very possible
first year. This could make
you independent. First time
offer, for details call
9 a.m.- 9 p.m.
1-800-633-1740.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma: You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E 0.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
Call J T.P.A. Out Of School
OPPORTUNITY. Local
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
sub-yogurt shop Doing a
8a.m.-1130a.m.
very good business and
lots of growth potential Cad
NEED sitter for 2 children for
appointment
for summer Call 753-7696 618-524-3388.
after 5pm.
VENDING candy makes
NURSES Aide- PAN Work lots of money. 25 machines
as needed. Apply in per- on established locations in
son. Fern Terrace Lodge, your area featuring M&M
1505 Stadium View Dr Products, $5,995 00. ExEOE.
cellent profit 2 hours per
OTR Drivers: 12 months week 1-800-255-5725.
experience, 23 years of WOLFF tanning beds
age, drug testing required. Commercial-home units
Hornady Truck Line: Start from $19900. Lamps
23-26 c/mile, tarp/vacation lotions-accessories
pay, safety bonus, spouse Monthly payments low as
passenger program. $18.00. Call today free
1-800-648-9664.
color
catalog
PART-TIME cashier Apply 1-800-228-6292.
at Propel 401 Sycamore
No phone calls please
PART-TIME help needed
selling subscriptions for
statewide farm newspaper
Pay is per subscription
Work your own hours Call
The Farmers Pride,
502-384-9454.
PHOTOGRAPHER
needed for daily newspaper Send resume to
John Davis at The
Advocate-Messenger, P.O.
Box 149, Danville, KY
40422
SEVERAL sales positions
available in this area with
Avon Be your own boss,
group insurance, $5-$8/hr
possible No experience
necessary We will train
you Cat 753-0171
The Courier Journal has
immediate opening for one
of their in-town Murray
routes Must have cash
bond, reliable transportation. If interested contact
David
Hussey,
1-800-866-2211'
TRUCK drivers Poole
Truck Line needs experienced drivers and graduates of approved driver
training schools If you
have no experience, we
can help arrange for training. Must be 21. with a good
driving record and work histoLd Company paid
drug screen EOE.
Call 1-800-553 9443, 8-5
CST, Dept P123.

BECOME a paralegal, nationally accredited, attorney instructed, home study,
established 1976, financial
aid, Free catalog.
1-800-669-2555, Southern
Career Institute, Drawer
2158, Boca Raton, Florida
33427.
COMMERCIAL driver institute_ Training professionals
truck drivers for over 17
years. No experience
necessary 6 week course.
Job placement assistance.
CKL training. Call
1-800-248-7364 today!
DRIVERS you can be cruising all the way to the bank
Join J B Hunt and that
could be you Bowling
Green State Transportation
in Bowling Green, KY can
give you the training moms
sary to become a professional truck driver. It
couldn't be easter-with financial assistance available, you can soon join tie
thousands of J B Hunt
truck drivers across the
country and make good
money. (Jr more experienced drivers earn up to
$40-$501( a year And you
too can be cruising al the
way to the bank. call
I-800-643-3331-4.B: Hunt
where the driver matters
EOE/Subject to drug
screen.

TRUCK drivers. Stop looking for that company that LEARN a career in the
offers you everything Call horse industry! The Ken
T I. Freight Systems of lucky Equine Institute is 'Kennesaw Ga and get top now taking applications for
mileage pay, monthly bo- tie July 16, 1990, class
nus, insurance, new equip- Approved for Veteransment, reilIefriMI, pod vac- scholarships available.
ations No runs to N Y City Contact' Kentucky Equine
Much More! Call today! Institute, 4089 Iron Worts
M T I Freight Systems, Pike, Lexington, KY 40511.
1-800-5264865
Phone (606) 233-4303 ext
UP to $15 hour processing 263
mail weekly check guaran- PIANO LESSONS Experteed Free details, write. anted pianist has
open- 7
SD, 1057 W. Philadelphia, ings kx piano students.
Cal v
Suite 230-'T1(Y Onterio, Ca- for more informatiovr.rs
lif. 91762
753-9660

•
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Home
Furnishings

Ankles
For Sale

2133hp Evinruca 77 model
for sale or trade or
a6-115ç 753-8731

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding See our
coons, 11111/421 dollars proof
sets and hobby supplies at
the Home Run Hobby
FOR sale or trade 1963
Shop, 603 S 4th St We
Mercedes, all onginal,good
also have a full selection of
upholstery, runs good,
coins at the Treasure
needs paint Irvin Cobb ReHouse (Murray), Ox-Yoke
son 436-5811
(Hazel), Old Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield) and Mercantile (Aurora) Blue Door
WIN
Antiques (Hazel) offers our
To Buy
foreign coins and paper
811 FLOURESCENT lights money We appraise es
hanging natural gas hea- tatek .aro:I actively buy
coinsN753-4161
ters 753-3323

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections CaN 753-9433
after 5pm

FACSIMILE Machine Omni
Fax G-66, $750; Sharp Calculator ZL-6100S. $750
BUYING aluminum cans, 753-3647
battery, scrap metal. copper and Junk cars KGA FOR Sale Used refrigeraRecycling 492-8183 days.. tors, ranges, washers/
dryers, freezers, and furni498-8785 nights
ture. Wed Sat. 10-4 30pm,
MOVING, cleaning out Sun 1-5pm Charley's New
house or sheds used or & Used Hazel, Ky
antique furniture, glass, 502-492-8175
tools, quilts One piece or
bouse full 642-6290. SNAPPER lawn mower
$300 26in cut, new Blip
492-8594 after 6pm
motor, pull crank Call
Ql..D quilts wanted, top da- 753-7951 afternoons
ter. paid, any condition,
send photo Shelly Zegart, YR-48 Yazoo Rider Indust122 River Hill Road, LAWS- rial Commercial 48 inch
/41w! KY
4 0 20 7 mower 14hp Wisconsin
engine Brand new mower
S02897-3819.
$350000 Call Frankfort
between 8-4 (502)
150
227-7042 after 5.30 call
Articles
(502) 227-8015
For Sale
1989 WOODS commercial
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61 mower deck
437-4171
2 AIR conditioners 18 75Obtu with energy
saver, 5000btu. Call after
5pm, 753-2131,
CASE YT108 yard tractormower Bhp, electric start,
very good condition $675
436-5610

Appliances
GE washer works great,
$100 753-6920

LIKE new, complete Jenny
Und baby bed 489-2869
QUEEN hode a bed couch,
earth tone herculon
759-1051 or 489-2453
I hS

Antiques
CADIZ Antique mall now
open Spaces for up to 100
dealers Rent from $15 $65
per space Call Jack Gibbs
522-7880

MASSEY FERGUSON 50
Good condition Call
492-8566 after 5pm
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and MaineAniou crossbred service
age Bulls and Heifers,
ready fa breeding. Only
top performance animals
offered for sale AU animas
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms Cadiz,
KY
42211
Day
(502)235-5182 Night
(502)235-5170.
200
Sports
Equipage*
E-Z GO Golf Carts,
Electric Softball & baseball
batting cages now open
North 16th St 753-1152, at
Sullivan's Par 3 golf course
210

NEW 13,500 BTU,3-speed
air conditioner, Carriers
best, quiet & energy saving
Never installed. Large copper grill w/hood 16 gallon
wet/dry vacuum. Like new
502-753-5593

FAMILY THERAPIST
Penny-rile Allied Community Services has
an opening for a Family Therapist at its
Family Preservation Program Office at 219
North 7th St., Mayfield, Ky. Position available July 1st, 1990. An in-home family
crisis/education teaching model of therapy
serving 12 counties of Western Ky.
Requirements: BS in Social Work, valid Ky.
driver's license, reliable transportation.
Must be willing to work a flexible work
:achedule of40 per week, some evenings and
ek-ends required.
*arting salary $14,000 w/excellent hospitalization, dental, vision, and life insurance
benefits. Travel reimbursed.

nd resume to: Mr.John Tedder,Executive
tqrector, PACS,708 S. Liberty St., P.O. Box
582, Hopkinsville, Ky. 42241 502-886-6341
OR Ms. Myra Yates, MHS, Director of
Family Preservation,219 North 7th St.,P.O.
Box 5002, Mayfield, Ky. 42066, 502-247.7072.
Deadline for resumes: June 1st, 1990, 4:00
p.m.

NT1C AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ATLA
'

rgE

3 MOBILE homes Pull of
new and used furniture for
Call
sale, 'cheap
753-2922 and ask for Neal

C.onanonial Caeusity Cowpony

CNA
"F arAlldo COMOIMMail

Mae'

:viz=
LIC
I IA
dovirc/ stitenc.an
moss
insurance company

TRANSPORT LIFE
American Republk
Union Bankers

Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have In
common? In Murray, they are all
*resented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
ieopkineville Fed. Savings Building

Resew*
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

Musk*
PIANO For Sale - Wanted
Responsible party to assume small monthly payments on piano See locally Call credit manager
1-800-447-4266

Miscellaneous

Business
Bookkeeping

Personalized to
Your Special
Business Needs.
Pick Up & Delivery
Free Initial
Consultation

436-2357
270
Mobile

Homes For S*
12x65, 2BR, new central
heat/air with electric service pole. $5500
436-5279

12x65 HORIZON, 2br,
stove, refrigerator, washer,
dryer, 2 air conditioners,
DELICIOUS hamburgers, deck and hot tub
spaghetti sauce. HOR's 759-9826,
doeurves, dessert Send $3 14x70 VILLAGER 2br,
and SASE to - Recipies, WO, central H/A, newly
P 0 Box 679, Franklin, KY remodeled Must see to ap42135.
preciate 489-2557 or
FINANCIAL aid available to 753-4837
all college bound students. 1973 12x65, 2br, 2 bath,
Send $2 and SASE for info. central gas heat and air,
and application. Scholar- refrigerator and stove inship Search Services, P.O. cluded, $2900 Located at
Box 679, Franklin, KY Mobile Home Village, Mur42135.
ray, Ky Contact Agnes
GATLINBURG Summit- Wade, 502-658-3498
Breathtaking views of Gat- 1974 FLEETWOOD 24x60,
linburg and mountains, fire- 38R, 2 bath mobile home
piace, private balcony, in- Reasonably priced Call
door pool and acuzzis. 753-0212 7am-5pm,
Weekend Specials Free 436-5459 after 6pm
Brochure 1-800-242-4853
1975 14x70 3BR, front
GULF Shores, AL-Resort kitchen, central h/a, 12x40
condo's from $55 per day, patio, carport, 8x12 outBeachside, EFF, 1,2,3 and building, w/d hook-up,
4 bedroom units fully furn- underpinning, on- double
ished Sugar Sands Realty lot, Fox Meadows
1 800-824 6462
753-3793
INSURANCE poor? Save 1986 CAVALIER 14x80
$100 every year Former 3br, 2 bath Will sell for
agent shows you the rip- equity Payments only
01151 $10 +32 S(OH Pre- $225 per month 753-1522
mium Saving, PC,Box or after 5pm, 759-4806
679, Franklin, KY 42135
1989 CAVALIER trailer
Log Homes Over 40 stan- 3br, 2 bath, set up in Fox
dard models Free Bro- Meadows Immediate poschure Honest Abe Log session, $18500 West
Homes Route One, Box Kentucky Properties
84CK, Moss Tennessee 759-1161
38575 (8001 231 3695
280

NOTICE - CITY LICENSES
DEADLINE
241ily 31.1990 will be the last day to renew Lay Auto Stickers
and cjiy Ausinew_License without incurring a 109(- penalty.
LAY Auto Stickers are required for ALL city residents for
EACH vehicle owned and for NON-RESIDENTS whose place of
employment is inside the city limits.
INFORMATION
REQUIRED: Name/Address of Vehicle Owner
Year/Make of Auto
License Plate Number
Business Licenses are required for each business firm.located
inside the city limits and for firms located outside the city limits
who conduct business inside the city limits. Prices are set by
7 ordinance =MTN to the tfp-e-albusiness.
• For your convenience, the City Clerk's Office will be open
4turdav.,May 26. 1990.8:00 a.m. - 12:00 Noon. Regular office
urs are Monday through Friday. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. including
4111e
14; noon hour.
Jo Crass
114
.141
City Clerk
414t_

Mobil*
Noma For Rent

410

Livestock
4 Supplies

OUR good grade 8x 12 stor- 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished GOATS for sale. 753-4389
age buildings on sale for or unfurnished Some new or 753-5960.
$795 Acree Portable Build- furniture, natural gas
ings 1-247-7831
electric, air conditioned POND weed control! Tripaid Grass Carp Local deShady Oaks 753-5209
POOL SUPPLIES From
livery June 4-8. Also
chemicals to parts supavailable-Catfish, Hybrid
plies, and accessories
Magill Bass & Minnows.
300
Above ground to in-ground
For further information call
Business
pools, water testing avail1-800-643-8439
Rentals
able llb shock $1 99, algaeade $7 95, pace stocks SPACE suitable for small REGISTERED Polled
9lbs $29 95 CJ's Pool & office or apartment located Hereford bulls seeded for
Patio, 106 N 4th St Mur- near MSU on Coldwater calving ease, maternal
traits & performance One 5
ray, 759-1911
Road 753-9393
year old, 3 - 2 year olds, 6
POST-FRAME buildings. STORAGE Building. yearlings. $900 up, includ30x40'9' erected $5,195, 1850sq ft with a loading ing delivery Dogwood
plus height Other sizes dock and a double door. Farm, LaCenter, KY phone
available. Blitz Builders Prime location Call (502)224-2993
1-800-428-4009 KY-OH, 753-8809
1-800-792-3498 IN,
380.
1-800-628-1324 TN.
320
Pets
TIME share units and camp
&woolens*
&s:911ss
For Rent
ground memberships
AKC puppies, various
Cheap! Cheap! World Wide
1 &2 BR apartment fully hiii7901 -746-5355.
Selections Call Vacation
furnished Heat and water
Network 1-800-826-7844
included 759-1743 after. AKC Registered Dashsund
Natl 1-800-826-1847 in Fl
and Dalmation puppies.
5pm, 759-1999 days
or 1-305-771-6296
901-352-2416 nights,
1BR apartment, low utili- 901-986-3693, days.
WE buy Junk batteries $2
ties, $155 No pets. Refer
per automotive unit 87 No
ences required 753-3949. AKC Toy Pomeranian, feMain Benton, Ky
male, cream, 8 month old.
527-7122
18R duplex, unfurnished, 753-3793new carpet, no pets Refer2;0
ences Lease and deposit. BOXER bull puppies.
Business
437-4442.
$250/mo 753-3913.
Services
2BR apartment near Uni- GIVE someone a lot of love.
PRIVATE Investigator with versity. No pets. 753-5992. Give a Pug pup.
22 years city and state in502-527-8907.
vestigation experience 2BR duplex in Northwood
Peg's Dog Grooming.
Accident 'Criminal 'Civil $300/mo 759-4406
753-2915.
•Personal or Corporate
2BR duplex Northwood,
'Missing Persons. Your
SIBERIAN
Husky, full753-8715
needs, our specialty Call $300
blooded, both eyes blue,
Confidential Investigations, 2BR duplex available June beautiful markings, one
1 All appliances furnished. year old Call 753-0384 for
(502)753-2641.
753-4390.
more information.
APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
410
2 bedroom, near downConfidential
Public
town Lease required.
Computerized
Sale
753-4109

Pat's Bookkeeping
Service
AAA Value. Brand new 89
model swimming pools now
being closed out at drastically reduced prices For
example, a huge 16'x30'
0 D pool with 15'x24'swim
area, sun deck, fencing,
and filter is new only $988
complete. 100% financing
available Order yours now
while they last. Call toll free
1-800-284-7946 & ask for
Tom.

370

280

240

Fee SO
Or Trade

Mottle
Homes For Rent

LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments. Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back. Coleman
RE 753-9898.
NICE 1 br partly furnished
$203/mo plus deposit. No
pets. 753-1953 days,
nights 753-0870.
NICE 2br duplex for rent,
carpeted, stove, refrigerator, and air conditioner furnished $285. Call 753-9612
after 5pm.
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU. Days 753-6111,
after 4•30pm, 753-0606.
VERY nice 38R, 1,5 bath
townhouse. Central H/A,
appliances furnished. Coleman R.E. 753-9898.

3BDRM, 11
/
2 bath, central
gas heat and air located
near Murray High. $475.00
plus deposit. 753-6350.

MOVING
SALE
Friday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
111 N. 7th St.
Piano, baby furniture, collectibles,
children's clothes,
roll top desk &
furniture.
.753-0569

Community
Yard Sale
Fri. thru Mon.
cm to 7
Take Hwy. 94 East about 12
miles, turn on Palestine
Church Road and follow
signs.
Couch.chair, youth arid queen
slze waterbeds, glass top coffee & end table, baby bed, old
& new quills, 3 whirty birds,
fruit tree sprayer, girls & women $ clothes, trust jars, all
kinds a' toys. trinkets & glass
terra. Many more items too
numerous to menton Come
and browse

3br, brick house in country,
3 miles east of Murray. No
pets References. Farm environment, $350. 753-8848
before 8pm.

4 Party
Yard Sale

LARGE house and yard, 4
miles south of Murray on
highway Deposit required,
no pets. 492-8120.

May.25 & 26
/35 p.m.
1714 A Wells Ext.
(Off N. 18th St.)

NICE 2BR house and also
a 1BR apartment. Both recently remodeled_ Lease
required. 753-4109.
NICE 2BR, stove and refrigerator, 8 miles SE of
Murray. No pets. References and deposit.
492-8594
NICE 3BR, 1.5 bath Close
to town Garden spot and
more Coleman R E
753-9898
WELL insulated 11
/
2 story
house, near Murray. Eat-in
kitchen, DR. LR, bath, 2BR
on 1st level. Garden, garage $300/mo. No pets References 753-7551.
170

Livestock
& Supplies
12 PURE bred Amerocan
gray Brahma cows, some
with calves 753-8539 or
753-6088

BEAUTIFUL registered 3
2BR trailer for rent year old Tennessee Walker
753-9866
gelding, $1200 well broke
RENT or rent to own 2BR 436-5634 or 759-1320
mobile home in Getaway
Bay Recreational develop- PINE woodshavings
ment near Aurora, Ky Re 'Horsebedding,' Kiln dried,
creational facilities avail- 371 CAl.tt., pressed bales, U.
able to renters or owners pickup from our Tenn tee,
For information cell tort $2.651es or delivery
753-2613, after 5 30pm by trailerload available.
502-633-2769
753-0840.

Couch, I v exercise machine,
appi . baseball cards, Nintendo
tapes, WWF Wrestlers, GI Joe
toys other toys, clothing,
books knick knacks, etc
Fri Only
Guns Knives odds S ends

Cancel ff rata

Yard Sale
1710 Holiday Dr.
Fri., May 25
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Kids clothes galore!
50' per piece or 1.00
per outfit. Like new
wooden
clarinet
$250.00.
Trailer
hitches & other RV
& camping goodies.
Microwave & stand much misc. stuff.

MOVING
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
641 N. to 1824, 1
mile past old
Almo
grocery
store.
Double wide tr. &
1 acre lot, clothes,
small
furniture,
_ odds & ends, reasonably priced.

Yard Sale

• 12 acre farm with 3 bedroom,2 bath brick house,2
dr garage. fireplace/insert, central air, heat pump.
drapes, all appliances, paved driveway, satellite
dish, 60.x56' barn (21'x60' enclosed workshop/
Loncrete floor). greenhouse, 12'x12' well house,
stocked pond,and umber.$95,000. Call 436-2787,
after 6 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.
7 to ?
Rain or Shine
to 280 - approx.
4 miles to Beane
Rd. - 1/2 mile.
Horse trailer, truck
tool
box, fishing
tackle, clothes 3 to
16, color tv., miscellaneous, uniforms,
priced to sell!

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
Yard Sale
Fri. 7:30-?
Sat. 7:30-Noon
803 Sunny
Lane
Rain or Shine
Kids clothes, boys &
girls infant to 4T, ladies 4-8, toys, exercise bike, some furniture, misc. household
items.

Estate and
5 Party
Yard Sale
Fri., Sat. & Mon.
Rain or Shine
From Murray 94 West
app. 4 miles to 783
turn south, 3rd drive.
Small app., furniture,
t.v , lamps,
color
clothes, lawn mower,
knives, pictures, tires,
skate board & toys.
Phone 753-6603

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Hwy. 464 E. 1'(4 miles
acmss Almo Bottoms.

Cancelled if rains
Men's (small) & boys
(6 mo -7 yrs.) clothes,
trolling motor, Harlequin romance books,
12 ft. fish boat, topper,
coffee table, twin size
bed frame,. much
more.

MOVING
SALE

2 Party
Yard Sale
Frl. & Sat.
May 25 & 26
8 a.m.
Lynnwood Estates
121 South
Clothes, glassware
T V *s, some furniture
trailer hitch, etc
Rain or Shine

Yard Sale
Fri. 8-?
627 Broad Ext.
Apt. size table with 2
chairs $100, indooroutdoor wicker chairs
& table with 2 sets of
cushions $100.

3 Party
Yard Sale

Community

--Sat., May 26
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
1407 Misty Creek

Fri., Sat. & Mon.

Yard Sale

(Spring Creek Oaks Subd.)

7:30-5:00

Clothes - childrens &
adults, baby items,
kitchen dinette set,
household items, many
misc. items.
Rain or Shine'

New Concord-acrota
from post office

Large
Group Sale
May 24th-28th
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
94E 12 miles to 497
turn right 1.2 miles.
Milk glass, old dishes, tools, elec.
heater, gas weed
eater, rota tiller,
something for all.

Rain or Shine

R Rialto] IIIPILSIIN
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clothes,
Antiques,
dishes, wheel chair,
tools, etc.

d30

Real
Estate
BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
489-2266
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
4 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L.

DAVID'S
HOME IMPROVEMENT
Remodeling, Installatiorfig Vents, Braces
Moisture Barriers, insulation
Residential Br Commercial
RI 1, Box 21
Puryear, TN

David Gallimore
247-5422

Fri. 8-?
Sat. 8-2
121 South 11/2 miles
past RR track.
Electric
range,
wisher Viryer,-furni-ture, clothes, many
misc. items. Also '78
Monte Carlo.

Free Estimates

9
a

OrteW1P
4
•
4
• • ea

JUST REDUCED

Large
Yard Sale
Friday
8 a.m.-?
94 E to Hwy. 280
turn right 5 miles
on right.
Grader blade, antiques,
bikes, good guns, glass,
lots of good items

Cancel if rain.

Garage
Sale
Friday, May 25
7:30 - Noon
2219 Quail Creek
Dr.
(Westside Gatesborough)
Clothing, toys, books,
bedspreads, some
furniture, misc. items.

Very spacious rooms will greet you in this 3
bedroom, 21/2 bath stylish contemporary.
Reduced to $84,500.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Absolute Auction
Sat., May 26th 9:30 a.m.
Rain or Shine
Canton, Ky. 10 miles west of
Cadiz off Hwys. 68 & 80.
Large house on two lots. Furniture
- tools - lots of miscellaneous - few
antiques & primitives - household.
Owner: Mr. & Mrs. D.B. Redd
Phone 522-3101

DELL FREEMAN
Broker-Auctioneer
Cadiz, Ky.

ESTATE SALE
Saturday, May 26 - 10:00 a.m.
Puryear, Tennessee
From Puryear go West on Hwy. 140 approximately 5 miles.
Watch for signs. Selling the Bob Newcomb estate.
***Partial Listing***
30"gas stove' upright freezer • 2 oak cabinets • 30" elect. range'
Barecut wood stove' old ice box • table & chairs' record player •
3/4 bed'couch & chair' quilt box • old quilts oak dresser • wood
rocker • 2 wing back chairs 2 school desks' milk cans'wash
kettle' Depression glass - blue - green* oat meal Carnival glass
•figurines •smoke glass pitcher• gas grill'tins • oil lamps •'Dos •
ords • ass ed baskets * 2194books • Olympic
pans •
gdilblubs• arn shelter•insulators
weight se
• 2 bicycles • many miscellaneous items.
**-1977 Chev. Malibu 4 door 55 —extra clean"
Consigned items of Perry Stewart • New Idea 1-row corn picker'
Henry hay loader square bale • John Deere manure spreader *
280 gal. gas tank w/stand • 4 wheel wagon w/sides. Equipment
has been kept stored and well maintained.
Terms & conditiont - cash or check with proper I.D. Complete
settlement day of sale. Announcements day of sale take
e for
precedence over prevtousiy ofintedmateriat.
accidents. Refreshments available.
For more information contact

Lamb & Taylor Auction Service
Joe Pat Lamb
502-492-8527

Doug Taylor
901-247-3784
Firm #4445
Sai cl3ction Is Our Cry

4•1=1

TOM311114V, MAY

CLASSIFIEDS
1111- IAD
ICRIElelendwaternat
assems11041001.00
bay 3 mei* Mlle al WINslalleanallg.Ladedems,
Banleis 100 Om ad
eel Islay swim me
W. Plameg, MOM

and
Cos

3500ent tetery Wish al
1306:
dun adesult cot &
bunt ip., 3 hil beim, 3
bdres.
arm anstrcanilioneaeiam 7--.
lg. kil & Meeklast arse
repanay, Is
rae..19. 2
car wage, lg. allealkie
Wick & way Se poen, lg.
lot (15W:225) plume:
753-0335 akar 600 PM
BEAUTIRIL 31311 home ei
Cannier, Eisen
tral heel mid sir, all appliances, as curtains
cuslosernalle, emplane
landscapimg. 'backyard
fenced, auesserdic lam
spinier. Ewing 'midiPori. Pnced Is MIK Csill
owner 7594071

GENE.Repair pleiel
ino, resent Pee work.
436-2842.

SPACIOUS eatay,4 bee
mom Midi lossled=e
s.

1979 FORD Mustang
hichawit:VA AC,73,000
mina raw tires iind beteery. $1500. 7041414.

251t WILDERNESS Iravel
rats . Roof air awning Or
an1enna sera dawn. Cal
753-5810 days. or
753-4074 alter 5pat

WATERFRONT home for
mile 3or 4111. 2beik, deck
wage. 4362301.

Illiangelma
1977 HONDA 550 WOO.
7534619
1991 YAMAHA Maxine
560. 51110 acluel mins,
1110 OM 753-3755.
1996 YAMAHA Virago
720es neeelleat cardigan.
11750, 75613:15.
111111 Mumps 1109. 4700
aim. ameba condion.
704135
111//7 VIRAGO SRL 5000
miss, ace bbk mat set
753-40/13.
1990 SUZUM Rif 125.
7511411110.

PRICE REDUCEDP 1964 MAZDA 626 LX.
Oiw Mem lab 44 bee Loaded al be wey,eisceic
rams, 2 moderie bens, arreed, pant.umning car,
peel asiellion. 41119.7763
eager kidney, breed
rn
era perch and mit or 75327111
Is
Phone Calm=
110111TE Cob ammer
Fled Eerie 7534111111
spat 75341171.
14E111131sr, 2 MR Illeirdiedg 111114 PCINT1AC
Robot 4
Lain imorbant.
cylisias, POPS, AM/RA
31112-73Mt 5643516.
ateeella.SIM sr bast oiOWNER nye sae Ash ler. 4041109 760-7466,
ream I beat brie hews,
1116 NISSAN 3111110X: red,
dirtier.Ilacessalleek ▪
cendigem, /2111111
Home hes asearieessey
mastalba Call 41116211911
1190 swam lane imilw
allar Soma
root Mowed Ems d Ism
Priced al 1116.60011- cm 19115 TEMPO GL: 6100
Roberts Realty at mak ellsee, mink dig
753061
wpm,nioo oar. 75640119

1982 MAZDA RX7:
5-speed, air, $2800.
7534560.
1992 OLDSMOBILE Cuts.. Pletry, looks and runs
good. See at 405S 81h ST
Call 753.3684.
1666 FORD Tempo.
54psed, air, C31 padres*,
pis, pt. sport imbuement
center, comae rtionilor,
styled road wheels. 1
owner, low mileage.
436-51164.

hiCAOFS.TIMINOMIIIIIMINIS Ink

1 Ton Chavvalat Truck Pans.
Latta Nada Merle, Toad

We Buy Junk Cars

NEW GAIIIIIMMBOVICII Li51091C
Yowl bee
Mqp family room wide sena
folepice in this4-bane an large center let
Asbiag 6115.11111

Kepperied Realty
753-1222

We SIB Is UMW
Fro Timmal Bars
Price & Palms Upend
On bee Vehicle

CARS
111 Pont. MS_

'4117
11 Dodgy Ants ego ....'411117
11 Ford Festive L. '39E7
V Ford Taunts VS.__ '4187
'87 Chevy Celebrity.......11117

16 Cavalier

11 Ma I

'1987

Ilbeliel

14987

Imam Lyn GS Vign '4487
'82 AMC *le.__

1918 UNCOLN Coriander
ki, mint condition, 20.000
Miss. 753-1189.
191111 SABLE GS, 32,000
miss. 1 Sill Taurus GL wagon, 46,000 miles. Bolh
loaded. $7950 each.
437-4723.

'2.74s COST LESS

'2987
'81 Torts Cortilla__... '1987

TRUCKS
'87 Dodge Ram Van__ '4987
'86 Chevy. Astro Van ....'4987
'85 Ford Ranger.

'4487

'84 Chevy S10

'4987

'84 MSC 515

'4987

'82 Ford Van

'3987

'81 Ford 350
'81 Ford Van

'3987
...

CARS
77 Chivy Van__ '2487
11 Topa Teal
ey.e
seer 7_rned
E.se.weerel
V Rd Bart.
ill
Credit Problems V OK
11 Toga Calk
1,42
No Credit if OK
Divorce V OK
V Too Canr! 11,27
Ws sal daperidaisi
V Oak 2!
11,4E
affordable cars to wow
who went to establish Cr
V Fwi
'e-establish their credit.
Low Weakly Payments
v
cza
Other Locations:
Togia Car
Mayf wed Paducah
▪ ToFia Canry
See 5,
3
17Ill
L-, 14114
1 1 3 Sycamore
17 NI 3255
Murray
759-4999
17 Toseical_UV
17 Coy
liltTed_ 14,187
17 Rpm* Wt.__ lir
V buy Capr '5,487
c
V Nix Gond kz
V Turn
1986 NISSAN Sentra. 2
V Fed LTD ..... 447 door, blue, cassette air
warranty,
miles.
Urge Coq LE it27 $5600. 527-9000
71 74
VId Pot AIL_ IN 1989 TOYOTA Tercel, 600
miles, It blue Call
V Rd bore*.'427 753-8128
111111 OMR fp 14,4111
▪ Ihis....._2!)17
Used
Thugs
ani Fri __UV
1943 F-1 50 302 auMmalic,
1110012 GT
overdrive, air, stereo, sport
wheels and bras, $3800 or
VFW Dr kat_ 127 trade
for Y. ton Ford. 805
Sycamore St Murray.
V NI Iris hal
753-6920.
11 No Tent.....
1986 DODGE truck, %erg-

ZI•04,61'

✓ie Vs
1,11,
V
Va
lICIRISEIC4142.
V FellueI _Ur
1141125la;N.
V ORlir
$11!
11ORIONS411.
V Clopikeit 'EN
1110111111-....
110R11111_1,111

ems
TOY07.1
t

..141

Dom
Maw

YES

1916 TRANS Arn. 1-13911loaded, 59,000 miles
7516888 after 5pm.

SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching II Boring

751111111311
MSS=

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

'87 Plym.

Omer

IIIIIII
I.
OP
1.11111111111.
•
'

1974

190 TAURUS LX: dipole'
dish aid door entry,
equipment, 56,000 miles,
005. 437-4723.

TRUCKS
V Noe gi W.__ 11,41
11Tia 44 Et Ci
V OR Snit 1227
11lipCam_'IN
1Teo 44.
IS
111Tqco Trot

MI Pamir SD 119pelliiiieweisei

711 Min 91.

Seabee
Mead

TERRY 275.
contained. as. excellent
condition $3000 firm
759-4032

BEAUTIFUL VA glory
house in Wasidgede Seib*
vision. 3BR, 2 Mins. don
aid dining room. lichee
and uglily mow bestow 1966 FMRLANE 500, one
regible
kniammeary anew,26.000 mime lone
and 2w wage Pried is Wee nen 4354679.
the Mak Call 753-440. 1974 OLDSMOB
ILE Delta
BY OR:. IMMACU- NV extra clean Call
LATE2.y.3-4E0 home 753-111132_
in Candlelit Einem. 2 1975 MONZA 24kier hatchbalk 2 car map, Imp beck 4 wee 360engine,
ersilkie domes Aka 2 ad- needs reek 751-7231.
joiniseglosa available.
19711 CAMARO, block eilh
MOM Call 753-01111&
Mick irrearior, aluminum
FOR Sin by mow him& wheels, very sharp.
rood dories home ae Pa- 753-1100 able 5pos
norama Shoves, Skyline
Dim. Sip in yard Priced 1976 TOYOTA Cake rems
wear inerket valve Mimi woe $460 1974 EL Casee le appreciate. Call nine no maw.SRC;1971
Mercury lainpia, runs
502-365-2946,
gook $300. 41104110.
FREIMIas the maiii.erall
rearaiimied. 3 bethollw. 1 111118 RACK Ceram Esban. paam, 7 lent radar telle Unread mien wagon:
crimmr,
piracy *wok laire
eirmemle,
bia,
immiled. A onset sic 111, auimi, AM casto ma Cell Rime'Ras* seek pereardow lochs and
tar yeor appeineemil
meta Erianice. 759-1543
at 7513-061.
• 1111141001

Janes

Camera

190 CHEW Copies reel
goad conigen. 1 oftwer,
runs goad, 1100 0110.
490-6646 or evenings
7534147.

SPACIOUS 48R. 2 beils
hemp IMaddelet gm beat
anew Imening. 09,900.
1413 Frawria. 7515703.
anis
Pa Sib

Used

Me PONTIAC Sunbelt 2
door, 120,az miles. Runs
mi.$750000. 345-2520
Eacellere work cm

41

PAC' 1.9

lvitirray Ledger a Time*:

WO Louden Dr. 311111. 2
bib Mirk emeek. Piirecy
lame desk 011011P
MOW 711147011.

3LOTSlegellier,beiselin
East V seibibigien es lie ito Ceowlesig
rearend
11/eelaide Odes. Callarale
Rages Minn, 753-4546 hawing IlbsJ_- -14.2% Mak 2
or 7534761
air gouge Omar amino
sell Phew 753-1060
beameen 9 and 4 or
7.11411114 akar 6 p.m.

24, 1990

161t LARSON runabout,
75hp molar, plus trailer
7513096.
19811 196. CHEETAH Runabout 165hp I/0 $11,000
Days 753-7688 nights
759-4703
241t. DELUXE Riveria
crasser. tachometer, 2 fuel
tanks, enclosure, 70hp
Evireude MOW , lilt and
cruise, low hours
901-642-5422.

HAUL$G. yard week tree
removed, monirig. ROD OW
tionellse. 759.1613.

COMO 111111111111111111M
TIIIIIIkat

settuele. 439-64311.
WILL do pandeng and light

Custom Wastlandling

Nike, 436-4160

Kitchen &la* Calinokr

imsuuknoa

Moran In By WYATT Mammary: brick,
Stars TVA approved. block maw or concrese,
Sake on those high MOM, al de amp type id kegs er
a. 753201116and cooing Ms.Cal Seam IOW/
753-2310 lor'woodmen,

JOES Lawneme Residential & Commerael
and Trirmerig. 345-2312.
KENNEY Travis Trading:
grime dirt, NI said and
while rock. Call 759-1030
evenings.
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
gran formica, ali cokes:
Free asenteles Wullfs Recovery, Wray 436-5560
LAKESHORE Consaucion
- horne remodeling,
resschrisieikommercral reriovalon, plumbing, concrete, Inmerame carpeney.
436-5508.

28ft. HARRIS pontoon
boat. Silver Anniversary
Edition, 1 40hp Evin rude
motor, stereo/tape player
Boat's at Dameil's Marina LEE'S CARPET CLEANon 94 East
Call ING. For al your carpet &
90 1-815-34 44
or upholstery cleaning For a
901-885-9245, or see Gary free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
Darnell.
references
NEW outboard motors &
trolling motors 1989& 1990 LICENSED electrician.
models_ Below most deal- James Gellimore elecincal
ers invoice. 100% financing service. Commercial and
avalabie. Marine Sales toll re:skinned. Fast. courtiers
'
free 1-800-544-2850 5 seerice 759-11335
days 8a.m.-5p.m. cst.
L&M Builders Remodeling
Call
PONTOON boat dips for and Painting
rent. Also, pontoon boats 502-753-3347
for rent For more Informa- MASON with 3
years extion cal, Cypress Bay Re- -perience seeks
employsort, 901-232-8221
ment Call 435-4161
SUNFISH sailboat, dinghy, MOODY'S mower repair
and runabout 436-2308.
Pickup and delivery All
YAMAHA Wave Runner 2 work guaranteed
passenger with raker Like 753-5668.
new, cost new $4500, sell PAINTING, patching. stainat $3300 753-4981
ing. Handyman Services,
by the job or hour. Free
estimates. 436-2201.
530
PLUMBING repairman with
Services
same day service Can
Oilseed
436-5255
A-1 TREE Service and
Slump Removal. Spraying PROFESSIONAL cleanand feeding. Also free sae- ing, commercial and resimates 35 years expen- dential carpet cleaning,
ence. Glen Joiner owner
window cleaning, etc.
753-7533 or 753-7617.
753-0906
HIGH grass headaches Problems with weeds- Call
us for help Bushhogging,
mowing, trimming, and tree
removal 492-8254 tor free
estimates

Otautrs

WILL break aid ink moden also lembrape, level
driveseare, baseheg. Free

QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling.
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 cx 753-1126.

Real Estate Auction

4

Fri., May 25, 1990 at 6:110 p.
From Murray, Ky. take 121 Sawa to New Cawood. Take
Hwy. 440 to Buffalo Sorer Rel. Follow la amdisa.
Waseca for aunties signs.
Will nil a 137.5 acmefan wish home home 2beams -I bell - hem sown - ea-es
beam ciumie storage - tin fawn lios 100 woes amnia* - someswim - year meal sleek
wars - die
place has Mem surveyed and will be odd m 3 trans. We'mem the nght aciaombnie
asti pan •
Lased. Valentine - Owner
Tervis: 2.% AMPS aidkag print day of anction. Mimeo in 35
days IMO
palming of duel.
This Anthem He

Jointly With

Roberts Realty
Anna Requarde - Broker
414 Se. 12th Murray, Ky. - 753-1451

Dan Nhller - Aucti4meer
4;5-4144 - Lnn
•ertict ni if

WO

CIOSt.

It Pa:,

Estate Auction
Sat., May 26th, 1990 at 10:00 a.m.
At the late Mr. Billy Overby home
Approx. 1 mile east of Mayfield, K.on Hwy 464. From Murray, Ky take
121 to Forrester Lane. Tarn right. follow to auctioeL
Will sell a shop fel of Weid Working look, Farm Equipment& Firetiert.
2 HP Craftsman circular saws - Cral uman saber saw Cniftsnan belt sander & grinder - Craftsman
rower & table- 16" Craftsman scud saw 9" Craftsman band saw - 13&D wadi bench - clear=
bug:raver small lathe frame -3 belt sanders etorator sander- side grinder - rimer saw - drill motors
seeel bus - saw blades- hand saws - 4' level - bolt =len - pipe wrenches calumet
of non bons &
screws- bench vise bench grinder • pipe benders small propane taniu leech let - wheelbarrows
aluminium step adder wood ladder - seed sower awn seeder- 3 small lawn carts - 5 HP tiller - peel
plow - ruce Yardman nding niOwer, electinc sUrt gas cans - au tank- water
hose - extensors cols snatch strap- load benders - come-along - metal shelf- gas leaf blown- gas line trimmer - pedal
planter- push mower- battery charger- new Simi Kato 35 trolling motor- la of wrenches & anis lanterns - pressure spray - swing Set - 3 or 4 ncks of fire wood imAil
key board organ fan- flat
'son 'cut nun pieces- love seat with couch & stool- couch & old chair- immune heater old know=
lamp - small imam chair- bookcase - coffee table' io of45 records sane of Elvis Presley - Tact net
- done lyncher - flatware- small kitchen appliances some old glass
& china pots & pans - meat had
saw - fire extinguisher - large upright fmist-free freezer - small school desk tacycie a large coilamoss
of new advertising caps- rea: race Super C Far:mall nactor wits quick Mich & lift - plow JraC - diade5' rotary tinter- 2 wheel trailer' man= Spreader -.doable roller cutup:ins - faxe woe- fence penapip 40 bales of grass has - horse drawn hay rake - nice aid Beigum &owing 12 ga.shown- eli
pump gun 410 shotgun
!Many other items not listed. 1 uction held rain or slime. Natempeedlidurardibea.landi

'

Seale*.

For More Information & Your Asctkei Needs

RESIDENTIAL plumbing.
436-2156.

ALPHA Buoiclers - CarpenROCKY COLSON Horne
try, remodeling, porches,
Repair. Roofing, siding,
roofing, concrete, drivepainting, plumbing. conways. painting, maintecrete. Free estimates. Call
nance, etc. Free estimates.
474-2307
489-2303.
ROGER Hudson rock haulAPPLIANCE SERVICE.
ing and services. 753-4546
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
or 753-6763.
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances. ROOFING, plumbing, tree
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848. removal, yard mowing,
driveway sealing. Call
BACKHOE Service. ROY
753-2869, 436-5895,
HILL Junior Thorn, opera753-7036.
tor. 30 years experience.
Septic system. drive-ways, SCHOOL is our summer is
hauling, foundations, etc. finally here, hif brother and
759-4664.
I have lois of bee lime and
Ion
of mowing gear. So
BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing. Driveways, por- when the grass gets talk
ches, new foundations, and gem us a call Mark and
chimney and repair work. Shawn 753-2798 or kNIG
Glass 753-0180.
753-5476.
SHANE'S
Quality Panting
CISTERN cleaning and repair used fiberglass and and Wallpapering Service
Free estimates. reasonable
concrete, I to 5 years guarantee 25 years experi- prices. 753-8455.
ence Cal 606-366-0200.
SHE E TROCK finishing,
las caner top, aor, stereo,
new or repair 436-2811
power doors and windows, CONSTRUCTION
New
with cruse 56,000 miles. homes, framing, addilions, STEWAFIT'S UpholsteryWell kept and dean. n200 garages. pesos, decks, re- Large selection of materiel
modeling, solar green- Free pickup and delivery
489-2899houses 753-0563 Tripp and free estimates. 10%
1956 TOYOTA 4a4 46,000
Williams, Twin Lakes descent on fabric aid
or
miles, dark blue, sharp Builders
on all 'terra through May
truck Gail after 3 30
4365236 and
753-2947
DUNCAN'S Landscaseng & 31
Lawn Service- Does your 436-5280
1987 CHEW S10 4 wheal
lawn need mowing? Or is
Uive. short wheel base, roll
landscaping what you
PAYING TO
bar, very clean Call
need? Cal 759-9706 for
7533518.
MUCH FOR
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1908 DOOGE Rain '50'
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MOWING?
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Vrack. 1 owner 24 000
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week desk repair and
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Dan Miller - Auctioneer
1 Tcrr

Pa•chall & Darrell Beane - \ ..,: , .
-IV ervice
Di,csn't C.,,, . P P: ,..'

Public Auction
Monday. May 28th, 1990 at 10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn in Lynn Grove, Ky.
From Murray, Ky take 94 Wes‘to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield take Ina_
South through Coldwate

r.Tara south onto Hwy. 111136 3 nibsla eactles.,
Watch for auction signs.

Old trunks - old beds - iron beds - V ictrola & records - tin door pie safe nona
fancy lamp table - old treadle sewing machine -allied/D-1mi dinnertable
- aid
advertising tins - old kerosene lamp' lap spread - large peat bedroom
- Mee maple
bedroom suite other bedroom units - odd beds - odd dint & vanaues -2doop-ieaf ad
tables & coffee table - nice knee hole desk- wood offset desk - MCC table Imps& vonaty.
lamps - color TV -like new seasonal couch wish reeiliwis ow end - aims nice candies -,
suede sectional couch - nice table & chairs with china cabinet - electric organ 2 Dim:
Phyte couches leather recliner - Duncan Phyfe tabie-& damn isida buffet - Duncan
Phelli
secretary with glass doors - maple table & chairs with hutch- other nice bseakfan set4
frost free ref. - electric stove - upright freezer - washer di dryer nuceetwaree k action appliances - pots & pans - flatware some good old glass& china - cansimiemspink & green depression - cabinet radio - daisy type churn straight claim - cant non
pieces - electric sew mg machine - old rocking chairs - Winchester annoraile rifle mande
74- Mossburg pump shotgun - old army nfle - garden tiller - nice riding mower
- Glebe
counter scales - Hobart meat saw air conditioner - 50-60 gal. point - kerniase besserinla
()tower - good push mowers - counter tops - counter tops with smail 10111111111= sides
- Come & plan to spend the day. Lance avadeek. Net respamerk ter amideets. Amami beld rain err

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
,
Beane & [errs
,

-

•

'
4,e-^
t.„1.•

Estate Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat..

Jame bod 1990 at 111:10 a.m at the bome of the tab
N. Ken & Mrs. Resells Myers brae mar
LocrattGrove Baptist Clureb.

From Murray,Ky.take Hwy. Ill South Se Lame Greve amnia lassolall
apprea. 3 miles le aecties. Wards far erpn.
Will all a nice 2 bedsoorn brick house I bath living mom luschea &dies
area - sauna doses & windows - on large canker lot - outside MOW
Ter
20% cense selling price day of ;ail, beiece is 30days with p.
deal Amesimioneents nude day of sale else meotehece over primed mamea.
Amebae WY

willh

Shroat-Wakin" Real Estoat
P.

Ilreior

753-W2 •

Kentucky National Guard's 614th Military Police reports activities
Four members of Kentucky
qational Guard 614th Military
Police Unit have recently returned
or are leaving for basic training,
according to Roy Dunaway, public
affairs representative for the unit.
They are as follows:
Jessie W. Long, 3915 Gordonsville Rd., Lewisburg, will leave
June 1 for basic training at Fort
McClellan, Ala. A 1990 graduate
of Logan County High School, he
plans to attend Bethel College and
major in law enforcement. He will
serve six years as a military policeman. Upon completion of college,
Nt. Long plans to become a Kentucky state trooper.
Joseph W. Peck of RL 7, Box
358, Murray, will take his basic
training to complete July 31, 1990.
He is a 1991 graduate of Calloway
County High School and plans to
e‘entually be a military policeman
in the active army. He hopes to be
a state policeman.
Julia Conner of Rt. 4, Box 655,
Murray. has just completed basic
and military police training at Fort
McClellan, Ala. Pvt. Conner is curs- ittly working for W.A.T.C.H.

(work activities training center for
the handicapped) and plans to procure a degree in finance
administration.
Kelly Shutt, 155 Columbia

Schoolhouse Rod., Manitou, Ky.,
will leave for basic trainign on
May 31. Upon completion of boot
camp, he plans to further his training in the Murray State ROTC

program which he has been
involved in for two years. After
receiving his commission in 1992,
Pvt. Shuu hopes to be on active
duty.

The local unit trains at the
National Guard Armory on Coldwater Road, Murray, one weekend
a month, and trains for two weeks
each

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

rs4nrh Sced

Pepperoni
Margaret Cloys, secretary for
murray State University's Department of History, will be taking a
‘ory special vacation this summer.
I rom Wednesday, May 30, until
July 27. Cloys will visit seven
European countries and will earn
..x hours of college credit.
Cloys will be traveling with the
Kentucky Institute for European
Studies program, directed at Murray State University by Dr. Milton
Grimes, chairman of the Department of Foreign Languages. KIES
is a consortium of eight Kentucky
universities which organizes and
coordinates a group of summer
study-abroad programs for college
students.
The program offers students
academic programs and the opportunity for independent teaming arta
travel in Europe. Cloys' group will
be headquartered in Bregenz, Austria; while there Cloys, who is pursuing a major in history and a
minor in 'German, will study mili-iary history under Dr. Roy Hatton,
, MSU faculty member, and German
under Dr. Thomas Baldwin from
Western Kentucky University.
The students and faculty in the
KIES program will visit other sites
in Austria and Switzerland, France,
Germany, Italy, Greece, and Spain.
Cloys' avocation, when she is
not working or taking classes, is
genealogy, and she hopes to do
some research in Germany to
expand her family tree.
She is also anxious to visit some
of the places her son Anthony has
told her about. Anthony is in the
Navy and regularly sends his
mother pictures of his ports of call.
fbis summer promises to be a very
,pecial one for Cloys.

Owen's Best Family Pack

Ground Beef

9
99
b.
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

1/2% Milk
$199

Brahvurst, Polish
Sausage, Italian Sausage

Chicken Breast

$329

Free Samples
Fri. & Sat

Relish

10

Custom Mini Blinds
Tulip Swag Holders
Quilted Bedspreads

HoursObe.-Fri.
10-6
Sat. 10-4

32 oz. Squeeze

Charcoal Briquets

Crisco

Hefty 10 in. 20 ct.

Hyde Park

Minute Maid

Foam Plates

Dill Pickles

32

2% Milk

Paper Towels

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew

Hi C
2 Liter

Fruit Drinks

Lemonade
Plochman Squeeze

Scott Single Roll

Gallon

Mustard
Peter Pon Creamy or Crunchy 30` Off
46 oz.

Owen's Best

Peanut Butter

New Crop
10 Lb. Red

fried Chicken

Potatoes
$259

9 Pcs.

$429
Red Seedless

308 Tyson
Paris;Tenn.
644-1349

Ketchup

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
Diet Rite
12 pk. cans

Prairie Farm

•gloiert grikn

12 pk. cans

Hunt's Tomato

Reg. or Butter Flavor

•q5:(92aiimianyt

Chuck
Patties
$ 1 89

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

Gator Ade

FACTORY OUTLET
Decorative Fabrics
.c3ciumacier
.eoliatita/ AverdiJie

Extra Lean
Ground

Eckrich Fresh

Order Your BBQ
Shoulder,
BBQ Smoked Turkey
For Memorial Day

Flay-O-Rich

gal

Young & Tender
Boneless & Skinless

Paramount Sweet

4Ih iciteist?ni
c s and Supply

Dunnaway, a criminal justice
student at Murray State University,
said the unit has had stateside
duties and also has trained in Philippines, Spain, Italy and England.

Grapes
$139
lb.

